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Introdtiction 5, 

‘Purpose.of the The primary ,purpose of the performance ‘appraisal system for ‘Band I:. 
II, and III employees~is to ljr0vide.a systematic and uniform method 

,J?erfo~a,r& ‘_ ’ ’ to evaluate thejob perfoiniance of GAO evaluators, auditors, and 

Appraisal System specialist& one the basis of job-related criteria. The appraisal is an 
integralpart of the performance management cycle and should be 
used to 

l help employees understand their responsibilities and how their work 
supports GAO’s core values and contributes to GAO’s strategic 
objectives and goals; 

l prepare honest performance assessments based on accurate and 
consistent application of the performance standards; 

l provide candid and specific feedback to employees on how well they 
are meeting expectations and on ways to improve performance; 

l help supervisors and managers recognize and deal with performance 
problems; and 

l provide a basis for performance-based actions. 

Contents of This 
Manual 

I 

This manual describes the performance management cycle at GAO, 
sets forth GAO policies and procedures for providing performance 
appraisals, and provides guidance for assessing employees and 
completing the appraisal forms. Very importantly, this manual 
advises employees about the dimensions and performance standards 
that will be used to assess their performance. All employees should 
carefully read the relevant dimensions and standards for their band 
level set forth in chapter 3. An employee who does not understand 
any aspect of the dimensions and. standards should request clarifica- 
tion from his/her supervisor or manager. 
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Chapter 1 

The Performance Management Cycle 

The performance management cycle includes setting and comnumi- 
eating expectations, monitoring performance and providing feed- 
back, ‘and preparing and delivering the performance appraisal. 

Communicating 
Expectations 

Performance expectations include what a ratee will do, when the 
r@ee kill do it, and how well it should be done. 

What tfie’ ratee will do and when it is done are determined by 
assigned work. How well k-&tee performs is measured by the 
written performance standards set forth in this manual for each band 
level (see chapter 3). 

When setting expectations, the rater should specifically explain how 
the rate& work supports GAO’s core values and contributes to 
strategic objectives and goals. Oftentimes products, time frames, 
scope, or methods may not be fully known at the beginning of assign- 
ments. When this occurs, expectations should be revised or clarified 
as more information is obtained or when circumstances negate or 
substantially modify prior agreements. 

Expectations should be set at the beginning of the rating cycle or the 
start of a new assignment. The expectation-setting meeting should 
be clearly identified as such. When the ratee and the rater are the 
same, band level (i.e., both at Band II), the second level supervisor 
(i.e., Band III) should discuss and review the ratee’s expectations. 
While the rater has the ultimate responsibility to determine ratee 
expectations, expectation discussions should be a dialogue. The 
rater should solicit input from the ratee, and the ratee is responsible 
for seeking clarification of any matters that are not understood. 

‘. 
GAO Form 209, “Expectation-Setting Record” (see appendix I) has 
been developed to help guide and document the formal expectation- 
setting process. A signed copy of GAO Form 209 for each ratee 
must be completed and filed in the geographic home unit. The 
ratee’s signature indicates that expectations have been communi- 
cated. 

Three types of information should be covered during the expecta- 
tion-setting session: (1) job/role information, (2) performance stan- 
dards, and (3) contributions to GAO’s core values, strategic objec- 
tives, and goals. The level of detail appropriate for the expectation- 
setting discussion will depend on the ratee’s prior knowledge con- 
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‘Chapter 1 ,, .. 
/ ‘. c The, ~erform&e,M,an~gement, Cyck, “, ‘, ,, ,,, ; : ‘,. i” s 

: 
, !  ‘, ‘: 1. ., ,( ’ 

, I  ,‘, ; .  :  :  

cerning the assignment, the., ratee’s experience level, and the’ infor- ,. ,’ .’ ., 
: mation available..to ‘the rater about the assignment. ” ~ ~’ -” ;’ ‘_ : 1 : ,, !, 

Job/&& &formation. The rater should provide as much 
q .Y. 
. . 1: 

assignment-specific information as avai@& such T,::,the ratee$ii:S . %F’:, 
,: .. . .._. role assiqent obje;Ctives, assignment scope and methods; antmi- .I,‘/, ‘:zl .?. 

0” u’ ‘!, ,;:, pa;ted P;$Y$$ ad .tin?e. frahb. It is expected that?the’ r&$ ‘&k’ 

amplify @rd clarify initial Vex$&ations during subseq~knt~,pn~th~~job:T 
3 : discussions’ with the ratee., F+ther meetings to clarify ,expe$atiqns 

, sho$l beheld when, changes have been so substantial ;as ‘to con&~ 
‘... ‘. tute a new. assignment. ” i 

‘. 

Performafice standard;. Each ratee must know the performance 
’ standards and critical,, elements of his or her position. A critical ,. 1 

.i element is a. job dimension,< such as planning, that is of sufficient 
_‘I, I<.‘. importance that unacSceptable performance in that component 
: ,. constitutes una&ept,able performance of the job and may be the 

5, ,’ b&is for,reduc$ion in band or removal. Therefore, a rater should 
*’ ; confirm that the ratee understands I. 

_,*: ,.: 
l the dimensions on which’he or she will be assessed, 

.’ l that all dimensions are critical, and 
f’ that.his or her; performance $ll ‘be assessed based on the standards 

set forth ,m tms,,perforn-&ce appraisal manual. 
‘- I; ” ‘I _’ ;. 

‘, The rater should instruct the ratee to become familiar with the .’ 
performance standards. Ifa ratee does not understand the stan 
dards, he or she is responsible for seeking clarification from the 
rater. ‘I, ,’ j 

, ‘. ‘: ’ ‘,,. 
Contributions to GAO’s Core Values, Strategic Objectives, and 

./ Goals. In addition to individual ‘assignment responsibilities, the 
rater should remind the ratee hoti his or her work supports GAO’s 

:’ core values and contributes to GAO’s strategic objectives and goals. 
To the extent possible, raters should specify by example how a 
ratee’s workb can directly affect unit teamwork, matrix management, 
communications, products, dollar savings, timeliness, and cycle-time 
reduction, as well as quality, client satisfaction, and other goals set 
forth in GAO’s Strategic Plan. 

: ‘,/ _ . 
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Chapter 1 
The Perforniaxice Managekent Cycle 

Monitoring 
Performance and 

Once expectations are established, the rater should monitor perfor- 
mance id provide candid and specific feedback to the ratee on his 

Providing Feedback 
or her performance. Honest and relevant feedback can reinforce 
good performance or help improve performance that is below expec- 
tations. Feedback should,facilitate the ratee’s understanding of 
current strengths. tid developmental needs and how his or her 
performance could be improved. However, feedback is not solely the 
responsibility of the rater. The ratee is responsible for actively 
seeking ,and receiving feedback. 

Feedback should take place before the end of the appraisal period. 
Although, feedback need not occur in a formal progress review 
session, one or more progress review sessions may be beneficial to 
verify a shared, understanding of expectations and the progress 
towqcl ,meeting them. A progress review session is especially 
appropriate and”recommended +hen the rater has concerns about a 
ratee’s performance. 

When monitoring performance, the rater is encouraged to keep brief 
notes on the ratee that reflect both positive accomplishments and 
instances where developmental needs are present. This facilitates 
more accurate and complete performance appraisals. 

Conducting the Instructions for preparing the appraisal are in chapters 3, 4, and 5. 

Appraisal Session After the appraisal is completed by the rater and reviewed and 
signed by the designated reviewer, the rater must provide a copy of 
the appraisal to the ratee. Appraisal discussions should include the 
basis for the appraisal. 

At or after the appraisal session, the ratee signs and dates the 
appraisal form. By signing, the ratee does not necessarily indicate 
agreement with the appraisal but acknowledges that he or she has 
received and read it. The ratee may submit comments within 5 
calendar days after the appraisal session. These comments are not 
limited to the space on the form. Ratee comments become a perma- 
nent part of the appraisal. The appraisal becomes final 5 calendar 
days after the appraisal session, unless the rater extends the com- 
ment period. If the comment period is extended, the appraisal is 
final at the time the comments are due. 
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Chapter 2 

Policies and Responsibilities. 

.’ 
This chapter describes.who should be appraised,” yhen appraisals 
are due, who prepares and reviews the appraisals, and ,grievance *‘, 
procedures for ratees who are .dissatisfied with their appraisals. 

; +.! ~.. ,;:.‘I .,,.: : ,‘j 

hb; &’ &‘praised 

and When Appraisals 
Are Due 

i 

Generally, appraisals for ‘staff in :bands I Full-Performance Level, II, 
and III ‘are to be prepared annually, with the appraisal period begin- 
ning October’ 1 and ending September 30. If an employee has been 
on duty at least 30 staff-days during the annual appraisal period, .. ..-.’ ..- - then the employee generally should be appraised. ‘-Exceptions ‘to an. 
annual app+-&d $,clude ihe fo~o~g: ’ ; + .’ ; : 

,- 
: . . . 
;i 

: 
, 

l Appraisals. should be prepared ,at the end of an assignment lasting 
more ‘than 30 staff-days for Band I Developmental Level staff. Band I 
Developmental Level st.affmust be appraised at least once each 6 
months to support pay ‘assessment decisions. ,/, II 

l If unit m%anagement believes it islappropriate, appraisals may be 
prepared, yhen there is’s, ch,ange in rater or assignment during the 
appraisal year. For more guid~&ce see the section entitled also 
“More Th& One Supervisor’ During a Rating Period.” 

l Appraisals may be prepared Ghenever supervisors and/or managers 
have performance concerns. See GAO Order 2432.1, “Dealing With 
Unacceptable Performance,” for guidance as to when this is appro- 
priate. *>y i ? y,. i .\‘. ,.,. L. :-I _‘;‘_ :, 

.’ ; I 

Who Prepares the Usually, the, ratee’s immediate supervisor should prepare the perfor- 

Appraisal ’ mance appraisal form. This is the same person who sets expecta:, 
tions and assigns and reviews work. There may be circumstances 
that make it more appropriate or desirable for another person to 
assume the&rating responsibility. The designation of a rater other 
than the immediate supervisor should be done at the beginning of an 
assignment. 

When the ratee and the supervisor are the same band level (i.e., both 
at Band II), the second-level supervisor (i.e., Band III) should discuss 
the proposed rating with the rater and concur on the rating. If the 
second level supervisor and rater do not agree to the proposed 
rating, the second level supervisor assumes responsibility for the 
rating dimension(s) in disagreement. The employee will only receive 
the appraisal reflecting the rating of the second-level supervisor. 
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Chapter 2 
Policks and FesI);o&l$lities, 

: 
;: :, “. I ‘. 

‘, ’ 

More Than One : If a ratee has worked ,for more than one supervisors during the 
Supervisor+, ” ,, appraisal. year, then’ the supervisors should decide who will prepare 

During a’ Ratirig Pkiod the rating: The rating,preparation should be a collaborative process 
with each supervisors providing input on the ratee’s performance. In 
cases when a, supervisor has worked. 9th the., ratee for,,s,uch a sho$ 

; ,‘., ‘. ,,.[‘,, , ‘” period., of:timeithat he or she, does not have:,a basis for assessing the, 
-. .; I ; ,,., ratee’s &&formzqrce, the rating should be pre$$-ed ‘based on the ’ 

,-, I,, : ). t,: ,I.a&essment of the ,other rater. ; ,. .:‘, : : ,‘I .‘, ,. 
.Tfi, \i’ ‘. , ‘: 

Staff on Congr&sional ,, 
: : ., ./’ 
yen congresqonal staff assignments are expected to be short (4 ’ 

Assignments months orless), the designated rater in the home unit will prepare 
the performance appraisal and should obtain information from the 

i : Supefising ‘,congressional staff member concerning the ratee’s 
perfqmarice. When .the assignment is expected to continue for a 
major, portion.‘ofthe appraisal period (more than 4 months),. typically 
the Office of, Congressional Relations (OCR) arranges for a supervi- 
sory con,gressional staff ~member to prepare the appraisal using the 

. $I +I$ forms and standards. In this instance, OCR reviews the ap- 
6, 1 : c ‘prtisal, provides ar&“addition& comments, and forwards it to the a 

rate& home unit. IJowever,‘if’ OCR is unable to arrange for the 
congression,al staff, member to prepare the performance appraisal, 

., then the home unit should reach agreement with OCR on who will 
prepare the ratee’s performance appraisal. ,, ,.,.,I .! I,‘,’ 

b i :* ,d. 

Who Reviews the Except when the rater is the unit head, the appraisal must be re- 

Perfbrmance viewed, approved, and signed by a reviewing official before it is : 

Appraisal 
presented to the ratee. The reviewing official is designated by G&C 
and/or unit management and must be at a higher band than the ratee. 
The reviewing official% duties, include: 

A; l Ensuring that the rater accurately and consistently applied the 
performance appraisal standards. 

l Reviewing the performance level ratings, the narrative prepared by 
the rater,, and the standards for each of the dimensions on which the 

r employee was rated. 

l Ensuring that the narrative supports the assessment and provides 
specific and relevant examples of performance for each dimension 
on which the employee was rated “outstanding,” “exceeds expecta- 
tions, ” “below expectations,” or “unacceptable.” 
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Chapter 2 
Policies and Responsibilities 

~. 

l ~ Discussing review comments with the rater and when appropriate, 
* , providing the rater with perspectives based on personal knowledge 

.‘. I’ ‘, : of the ,employee’s performance. >l i : 
.; ., 

3 ,_ 

”  ,_ 

/ . ‘ , I  

When a disagreement cannot be resolved, the reviewer may assume 
responsibility for the rating on the dimension(s) where there is 
disagreement. In such’instances, the reviewer (1) obtains approval 
from the next higher responsible official (if the reviewer is not the 
unit head) and documents the reasons for the change and (2) 
changes the appraisal. The appraisal form presented to the’ em- 
ployee will only include, the ratings approved’by ‘the reviewer. * ’ 

‘, 

Role of In-Line ManAgers : : 

,,’ 
,‘.’ 

: 
,, 

‘. 

Managers with ‘m-line responsibilities who are not the official raters 
or reviewers still have an import&m role to play in the performance 

’ appraisal process. ‘These managers such as Issue Area Directors, 
Associate Directors, Band IIIs, or other group/unit managers, are 
encouraged to provide input to the rater and reviewer concerning 
their perspectives of the employee’s performance relative to the 
standards. This input should be provided before the rating is pre- 
sented to the employee. ’ 

Grievance 
Procedures for 

Ratees who are dissatisfied with their performance appraisal may 
file a formal grievance per GAO Order ‘2771.1, ‘“Administrative ’ ’ 

PerT6rXnance 
Grievance Procedure.” When multiple units .are involved. in a perfor- 
mance appraisal grievance process, the involved unit managers will 

Appraisals confer regarding who will serve as the deciding official. 
~ 
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Chapter 3 

Performance Dimensions and Standards 

There are three basic elements of each appraisal: (1) performance 
dime,nsions, (2) performance standards, and (3) the’ 5-level rating 
s,cale. !I’his’chapter identifies the performance dimensions to be 
rated, .specif&s detailed standards against which performance will 
be evaluated, and provides guidance to assist raters in determining 

: , the appropriate performance level. ,:, 
i’ 

Perforimance Performance dimensions indicate the major areas for which an 

Dimensions employee will receive a rating. The dimensions cover the major 
I activities and responsibilities of each band level and were developed 

based on e;\aensive job analyses, and input from managers and staff. 

All of the dimensions are considered critical for successful perfor- 
mance in GAO’s banded positions. The dimensions for each band 
level are listed in the following table. 

Table 1: Job Dimensions by Band 

Band ID Band IF Band II Band Ill 
Planning 
Data Gathering 
and Documentation 
Data Analysis 
Written Communication 

Planning 
DataGathering 
and Documentation’ 
Data Analysis 
Written Communication 

Planning 
Data Gathering 
and Documentation 
Data Analysis 

Written Communication 

Planning 
Implementing 
Projects 
Communications 
External Relations 

Oral Communication 

Teamwork, Working 
Relationships, and 
Equal Opportunity 

Oral Communication Oral Communication 

1 _, .- 

Teamwork, Working Teamwork, Working 
Relationships, and Relationships, and 
Equal Opportunity Equal Opportunity 
Supervision, Appraisal, Supervision, Appraisal, 
.and Counseling and Counseling 
(as’assigned) (as assigned) 

Teamwork, 
Working 
Relationships, and 
Performance 
Management 
Organization 
Management 



Chapter 3 
Peeformaticb’ Dimensions ‘and Stand&& ’ 

P&ormgnce Performance standards are statements that describe behaviors, 

Standards ” ) outputs,’ or results that are, typical of various levels of performance. 
A complete, set of standards for each of the four band levels (Bands 
ID, IF,’ II, and III) are located’at, the end of this chapter. 

,*. 1. 
:  .‘. 

For N 2066,’ the’ standards have been updated to incorporate guid- 
ance and policy changes implemented during the past year. The 
standards have been reviewed and app%Wd ‘by’.t~e’:%onr;ptr~~er 
General, the Principal Assistant ‘Comptroller General, .and the Assis- 
tant Comptroller General for Quality and Risk Management. Addi- 
tionally, a cross section of, managers and staff reviewed and pro- 
vided ‘comments on’the standards. 

5-Lbel. Rating Scale The five rating levels ,are as follows: 

1 = Unacceptable 
2 = Below Expectations 
3 = Meets Expectations .,L .’ . . . 4 r Exceeds Expectations ‘. 
5 =- outstanding 

,:,‘, .* _ . 
. 

Detailed standards have been developed for three performance 
levels - outstanding, meets exbectations, and unacceptable. The 
standards for each of the various performance levels are listed in 
columns directly below, those performance levels in accordance vvith 
the following format: 

I 1 I 5 

It’is very important to focus on the three qualifiers--fre- 
quently, usually, and almost alwags-when deciding which 
level best describes an employee’s performance in a dimension. 
As described in the following paragraphs and the subsequent 
standards, the difference between Meeting Expectations and 
Outstanding often depends on whether the employee “usually” 
performs at this level or whether the employee “almost always” 
performs at this level. 
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Chapter 3 : ,: 
Performan& iDimensions and Standards 

,,,, ‘..: ,y. :,, 
,,An Unaqceptable. (1) rating is warranted,when, 

: I  ‘.,. 

in the judgement of 

,. i ithe rater, ah individuaJ’s, performance is frequently characterized’ 
‘by behaviors, outputi, and/or results described in the ~stairida&s.. : 
listed under Unacceptable; Generally, frequentzg is defined ‘as 

r -,happening “on ‘numerous occasions.” In some cases, however, the 

., .‘!‘. j -.t. .I beha?.or or res$$ ‘could, be so egregious and potentially harmful to 
’ the product,“$vork environment ‘or agency reputation that relatively 

,’ ” feti’ instances ‘&%md.be sufficient to warrant this rating. An Unac- .,. ceptable rating means’tbe ratee’s performance was so deficient as .L. .. 
to Warrarit remova&om the band or GAO. ‘,, ., ,,/I. ‘:’ 

A Meets Expectatioks’ (3) rating is earned when, in the judgement 
of the ‘rater, an individual’s performance usuaZZg is characterized by 
behaviors, outputs and/or .results described in the standards listed 
under Meets Expectations. In ‘general, usuaZZy is defined as hap- 
pening regularly androutinely or happening much more often than 
not. Meets Expectations means.that the ratee has .performed at a 
fully, successful #manner ‘at his/her band level according to GAO 
standards. “’ -‘. ,. ; 

:I >, _\ .’ i ,, ./ 

An Outstanding (5) rating is justified when, in the judgement of the )I: 
rater, an individuaJ’s $$fbtiance almost always is characterized 
by behaviors, outputi and/or results described in the standards listed 
under Outstanding. Generally,’ almost ulwuys is defined as hap- 
pening nearly all the time or ‘invariably. Outstanding means that the 
ratee’s performance almost always far exceeded expectations. 

, ,’ . . 1 .’ 
,. :, ;/, : ,\ : 
‘/” I., 

,. :‘, ‘.’ ! : : 

Ratings at the Below Expectations (2) and Exceeds Expecta- 
tions (4) levels are warranted when, in the judgement of the rater, 
an employee’s performance is characterized by a mix of behaviors, 
outputs, and/or results described in the standards listed under more 

’ : : :than ‘one level; and, thus the overall performance f&s between 
levels. Thus, for an ,Exceeds Expectations. rating,. a ratee’s predomi- 
nant p~erformance~ for the. period should exceed the. Meets Expecta- ,’ 
tions level but not fully reach the Outstanding level. Similarly, for a 
Below Expectations rating predominant performance exceeds the 
Unacceptable level but does not reach the Meets Expectations level. 
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Chapter 3 
Perf’ormance Dimensions .and Stand&da 

Additional .L.’ ? 
Guidelines 

: .., . 

‘When retieWing the standards. and determining the appropriate “check markyf 1 1. . ,- . . 11, . 1,. - ” ,. 
fo&ving: f : _‘. : 

[or eacn cumension, tne rater snoma ne mmcuur or tne ‘, /,’ 
2 , 8 

‘_ 

.’ l N$iJe standards may ‘ap~e~‘s&&r or even identical across the 
: ..” 1 ~ var$$s b&ids;’ raters are &&ted to take into account the assigned 

!, / ,. duties’amj resp$$&b&es afipropriate to the various band levels. ,, 3 r ,. ‘,, : 

“.A The standards’%-e not’alJ hclusive; instead they are illustrative of 
the ‘most ‘n&o?-tant behaviors, outputs and results expected at each 

.’ ,, : ..‘, , ‘eve! of performance. ” 
/ , _: 1 ‘, i 

., ,.‘, ’ l @ecause assignments ,vary, ratees need not have demonstrable 
,<’ performance for all dimensions ‘listed; however, ratees who do work 

: in a dimension must be assessed in that dimension. : 
: 

0’ if a ratee was not assigned sufficient work in a dimension (for 
example, Sup&vision, Appraisal and Counseling) to be rated, the 
rater should note this under “no basis for evaluation.” 

),,. : I :I b, 
When ,w$&-@.narrative to support the “check marks,” raters should 
provide specific exanqjles and not simply repeat the wording of the 
standard. ,. -.: .i : 

‘. ,S’... ,‘I. j, 
-4 ‘, 
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Band I-Developmental Leyql Perfdrmaqce Standards 
jiPianning --_ _’ , : _: 

1 .’ ’ :’ , I 1 

‘Learning and incorporating GAO.$- core valuks (gccountability, ihtegrity ahd.re/iabi!iiyj. in till Work 
..^ 

steps and products (that is, producihg Work’ products‘ thai’>& profeSsiona/; objetitive, fact-based, 
: 

nonpartisan, nonideological, fair and balanced as well as time/H accurate, useful, c/ear and candid). 
Becoming familiar with GAO’S Strategic Plan and proposing work steps and methods to support 
and further its goals, objectives and strategies. He/ping to determine appropriate methodologies 
and resources needed to satisfy a work assignment. Participating in the design of work that . 
will lead to improved government operatibns-such as the potential for dollar stiVii& and/or non- 
financial benefits-and contributes to congressional decision-making. identifying information 
sources, alternative approaches, and constraints. Coordinating work to avoid conflict and duplication 
and sharing know/edge to enhance product quality. Bringing to management’s attention potential 
project problems and identifying work that is not /ike/y to lead to productive results. Learning 
and .adhering to GAO’s policies, including genera//y accepted government auditing standards 
(GAGAS) atid congressional protocols (effective January 2000). Planning own work’ time, and 
contributing to plans for assignment segments. Using project-planning too/s. 

Demonstrates little awareness of 
GAO’s core values or strategic ob- 
jectives, or congressional protocols. 

Has not learned GAO policies, or 
quality standards. 

Does not consider relative work 
priorities, contingencies, or time 
constraints. 

Does not meet agreed upon dead- 
lines. 

Requires above normal supervision. 

Does not inform or coordinate with 
others to resolve delays or prob- 
lems. 

Overlooks issues with potential for 
dollar savings or other benefits. 

Displays and applies knowledge and Demonstrates in-depth knowledge 
understanding of GAO’s core val- and understanding of GAO’s core 
ues, strategic objectives, and con- values and strategic objectives and 
gressional protocols. congressional protocols. 

Has learned, and applies GAO 
policies and quality standards. 

Understands and appropriately 
applies GAO policies and quality 
standards. 

Plans and manages own work, 
applying a level of effort consistent 
with tasks. 

Uses innovative planning tools, 
establishes priority of tasks and 
manages work activities accordingly. 

Completes assigned work on time. 

Requires normal supervision in plan- 
ning work. 

Completes work on time or early. 

Identifies project constraints or risks 
and informs others to mitigate prob- 
lems. 

Achieves assignment objectives and 
produces high quality products with 
little close supervision. 

Helps to identify issues with potential 
for dollar savings and other ben- 
efits. 

Coordinates work with others and 
suggests strategies to prevent de- 
lays and problems. 

Identifies issues and helps to plan 
work that is likely to achieve finan- 
cial savings or program improve- 
ments. 
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Band. I-Developmental Level.Performance Standards 

2. Data Gathering and Documentation 

Collecting and documenting in a time/y .manner .relevant data ; to’ assure that $1 GAO products 
are professional, objective, f&t-based, nonpartisan, nonideolo$cal, fair, and balanced. Researching 
and identifying data sources and data collection strategies. Identifying missing data and ensuring 
that data are, current and accurate‘ and are sufficient to support findings, conclusions and 
recommendations. Learning and. applying automated tools to collect, share, organize and 
manipulate data, Following GAO ‘policies and procedures when preparing all forms, and project 
or administrative documentation. ^. 

I I 

-, _., ,, . . <; ..‘4 
. 

,,d 
.:<,.: ., 

.&&& unre,iab,~~~o~~~en~~ti~n, 

or fails- to obtain missing data. 
‘. 

Uses inappropriate data collection 
methods,. whi:ch adversely affect 
product quality. j 

,- :* 
Does not dist-inguish’bet.yveen data 
sources to develop a finding:-. 

Gathers -,more data than needed; 
gathers irrelevant data;. . 

Does not complete work on time; 
work requires extensive supervisory 
review. 

Submits poorly organized w.ork- 
papers; making analysis difficult. 

Resists using ADP resources to get 
work done. 

Is unaware of or ignores GAO poli- 
cies and procedures designed to 
ensure.reliability andcompleteness 
of computer-based data. 

Does not recognize need to seek 
help from supervisor. 

Does-not contribute: required.docu- 
mentation for the.fil,es-and/or,pre- 
pares inaccurate nor incomplete 
administrative documentation. 

.obtains relevant and reliable data and accurate data resulting.in high 
within specified time frame.. quality products. ,, _ 

Uses appropriate data collect&-r 
methods, t.o produce.quafky prod- 
ucts. 

‘; 
Distinguishes between data sources 
to develop a finding. 

Avoids time and expense of gath- 
ering extraneous information. 

‘Completeshigh quality work on time 
with normal supervis.ory review., 

Assembles, indexes and organizes 
workpapers to facilitate analysis and 
product preparation. 

Uses ADP resources effectively to 
obtain, create, .store, share and 
Iaccess data. I: 

Applies GAO pol/cies ‘and proce- 
dures to ensure reliability and com- 
pleteness of computer-based data 
and analysis. 

t 
Seeks help from supervisor when 
needed. 

Contributes required documentation 
for the files and with minimal revi- 
sion. 

Uses data collection methods that 
expedite data gathering. 

i 
Makes clear distinctions among data 
sources to develop the most sig- 
nificant finding. .i i_ 

. . 
Gathers,all essential information and 
is proactive in suggesting innova- 

.tive ways to expedite analysis. 

Completes high quality work on time 
or early with little supervisory re- 
view., ,j .’ 

-_, 
Organizes workpapers to readily 
identify critical data, expedite.analy- ._> 
sis and facilitate product prepara- 
tion. , 

Makes, innovatjve.uses of.ADP re- 
sourcesto complete work and, learns 
new technology., : : : : , “, 

Applies GAO pqlicies and proce- 
dures to’ensure the reliability and 
completeness of computer-based 
data and analysis. 

Recognizes problems and devises 
solutions, getting concurrence from 
supervisor. 

Contributes complete and accurate 
documentation for the files and helps 
peers meet GAO requirements. 
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Band Mkvelopmetital Level Performance Statidards 

-:: > 23. IXtaAnalySis jl’ 

Producing timely and highly quality .:da ta anHysis ,to lprovide support,‘ for- profeksional, objective, 
fact-based, ndnpattisan, nonideological, fair, and balanced prod&s. ‘Organizing; tabulating, 

-contiasting; and synthesizing data or ‘information io!produce findings, conclusions;.and.recom- 
menda tions. Using computer tools to ~supportanalysis. Applying professionally accepted.atialflical 
techniques (e.g., information synthesis, content anal@@ statistics, econometrics, operations 
research, and modeling). Determining validity, r&ability, and quality of datti and’thei adequacy 
of evidence to support findings or conclusions. ., .,: 

Doesnot complete assigned ana- Completes assigned analytic work 
lytic work on time; on time.’ ’ ., ‘. -, .‘::‘..L . . :: : 

Suggets an.inappropriate,research 
methodology, analysis’strategy or 
software package; cannot justify de- 
ci$iofis. Y 

Uses improper, overly complex or 
too simplistic techniques for the job. 
Analyses-require many changes. 

Helps to4dentify-an’abprooiiate re- 
search methodology,%nalysiastrat- 
egy, or software package that helps 
to produce technically sound, high 
qualify pr&J~&.. ‘I’ 1.’ 

. 

Uses appropriate analyses tech- 
niqued’and analyses require mini- 
mal change. :j 

Summarizes or ‘reports statistical 
analyses incompletely, incorrectly, 
or in a confusing manner. .. 

Fails to recognize problematic data, 
identify evidence gaps or determine 
what, if any, additional evidence is 
nee.ded. 

Summarizes or reports statistical 
analyses correctly and in’a way that 
others can understand. 

.’ . ..” 4. 
Assesses the q.uantityand quality 
of evidence and folld& up, when 
needed. .: 

Fails to appropriately consider evi- 
dence, laws, regulations, or GAO 
standards; draws conclusions based 
on’ incomplete,‘-inacc’urate; or out- 
dated information; 

Requires continuous supervision or 
coaching.‘Does not seek help. .” 

Appropriately considers evidence, 
laws, or GAO standards; draws 
conclusions based on ,complete, 
accurate, and’up-to-date informa- 
tion. 

Requires an average, amount of 
supervisory review or coaching. 
Seeks help when needed. 

:. 

: 

-: 

,. 
.I. 

‘, 

Corriljletesdssigned analytic.tiork 
on time or early. ,..,“.i _. *- ‘if.< ., , “. 
Identifies an aljpro@iate and effi- 
cient analysis strategy or‘inhova- 
tive research methodologies that 
-help produce technicaljysouhd, high 
quality broducts. ’ 

Uses the‘most appropriate analy- 
ses techniques; analyses require 
few if any changes. 

: ._,j 
Summarizes or reports statistical 
analyses correctly and completely 
in a way that all others can easily 
uhderstand. ’ I :, 
Is consulted by peers to examine 
data or analyses to identify,‘and 
correct weaknesses. 

Does original or unique work when 
analyzing da&drawing conclusions, 
ahd developing recommehdatiohs, 
especially for complex or sehsitive 
evaluations. ,, - 
Able to work independently, requii- 
ing little supervision to complete 
analysis; identifies and resolves 
problems, keeping supervisor ap- 
propriately infbrmed. ‘, : ,- ._ 
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Band I:Developmental LevelPerformance Standards 

4. Written Communication 

Preparing,’ or helping.: to prepare written-, products that are’ professiorial, objective, fact-based,, 
nonpartisan, nonideblogical, fair a’nd balanced; Preparing written products that address, the project, 
objectives and satisfy the client’s needs and. adhere to GAQ’s policies and quality standards. 
Preparing,, or ti’elping to prepare in collabtiration. with others, a variety of written productS.including 
assignmel;lf, plans, ;interview writefups, wbrkpapers, workpaper summaries, report segments, 
technical ,abpertdixeS, data collection ins&nieqtsi @terMI and,, external. &t-respondence, at@ : , 
administraiive documeW#& Usi)lg ,&tom&d c+pabilitiesz to, develop,, review, and process GAO 

I. ” prodticts, ” :,, ,,, ., ‘1 I : ‘, 

I 5 .% I 5 : 

Prepares products that&e .podrly 
written, containing grammatical, 
spelling and syntax errors. 

Prepares products that do not con- 
form: to GAO’s policies or quality 
standards. 

Does not meet agreed-upon dead- 
line% failstoseek help from super- 
visor when needed. 

“’ ‘i’ /. : 
Prepares documents’ that do not 
provide sufficient details, contain 
factual errors,:cr include mislead- 
ing information. Extensive correc- 
tions required. 

Prepares summaries that are dis- 
organized or diverge from agreed 
upon outline, fail to clearly present 
key issues. Extensive revisions are 
required., 

..” 
Writes conclusions and recommen- 
dations that are not substantiated 
by supporting information. 

Does not use automated capabili- 
ties to improve on-the-job and mes- 
sage-related communication. 

, 

Uses correct grammar, spelling, 
syntax and appropriate vocabulary 
level in preparing all products. 

_. 
Prepares products in accordance’ 
with GAO’s policies and quality stan- 
dards.. 

‘/‘ 
Completes written products on time. 

Prepares documents that arecom- 
plete; objective, concise, accurate 
and. meet expectations for cover- 
age: Some corrections required. 

a 
Prepares&mmaries th,at.discuss 
relevant issues and are well-orga- 
nized, concise, logical and. meet 
expectations for clarity. ‘Summa- 
ries require moderate revision. 

1’ * 
Incorporates related issues into 
summaries and develops support- 
able conclusions and recommen- 
dations. 

Uses automated capabilities to 
improve on-the-job and message- 
related communication; incorporates 
graphics when appropriate. 

Uses correct grammar, spelling, syn- 
tax in ,preparing written products; 
has a command of vocabulary and 
a writing style well above the norm 
for peer level. ,,’ ‘, .., 

Prepares) products in accordance 
with GAO’s policies and quality stan- 
dards. : 

,, /’ 
Completes high quality written prod- 
ucts en time, evenunder tightdead- 
lines. 

Prepares documents that are ac- 
curate, objective, concise and com- 
plete in every respect. Few, if any, 
corrections required. 

Prepares well-organized, well-struc- 
tured and logical summaries, pre-’ 
sents multiple issues clearlycand, 
concisely so that findings, conclu- 
sions and recommendation are easy 
to understand. Requires,minimal 
revision. 

Incorporates all relevant issues into 
summaries and develops fully sup- 
ported conclusions and recommen- 
dations. 

Makes optimal use of automated 
capabilities to improve on-the-job 
and message-related communica- 
tion; incorporates innovative graph- 
ics that enhance communication. 
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Band I-Developmenttil Level Perfhhance~Standardb 

5. Oral Gommunicatidn ‘. 1 

Focusing oral cdnimtinication’on atidience needs and agreed upon purpose. Comm’unicatin@ results 
of work both in’ternally and-externally s’ Assuring that, pnSseritation.3 are prof&ssional,i:objective, 
fact-based, noripartisan, nonideoiogical, faio -and-balanced. Coinmunica ting, tipward, downward, 
and lateral/j so that information, flows free/g:dnd shared understanding’occurs.. Gomliiunicating 
openly, honestly, and respectfully with ‘others in GAO, Meeting with, and reljresenfing GAQ to. 
agency’ persdnnel, congressional, sta’ffs, &d others, such as prdfessional organizations. 

/ .,. ,’ ; ,,.,,I 

In interviews, .misstates’questions 
or includes extraneous content in 
interviews. 

Asks inappropriate questions for the 
interview or discussion; fails to 
gather complete information. 

Speaks timidly and fails to hold at- 
tention of audience, fails to clearly 
convey the message; rambles, or, 
stumbles in response tomsome ques- 
tions. 

Is disrespectful and/or discourte- 
ous resulting,in stymied communi- 
cations. _’ 

Allows bias into presentations, lead- 
ing to perception that speaker is not : 
communicating in a fact-based;fair 
and balanced manner. 

Gives a poor impression ,of GAO 
by being unpreparedfor meetings. 

,:’ _) ,’ 

Asks”ctea’r and fogical questions. 
Responds objectively to comments. 
Observes’appropriate.time frames. 
Summarizes interviews and clari- 
fies issues ‘, 

; .,-, _ : 
Analyzes ongoing discusSions;asks 
appropriate follow-up questions; 
elicits needed.information-. . 

Speaks clearly andfogically when 
making presentations, presents 
pertinent information;, respondsto 
questions readily ,and .accurately; 
appears confident and uses appro- 
priate movements or visual. aids. 

“_/,, ., ; ., _1 
Communicates openly, honestly and 
respectfully with all. ’ ‘.. 

Adheres to GAO core values in 
making presentations. 

Is well prepared for meetings. 

_ v; :: ! ..I 

Asks questions and states issues 
clearly so that misunderstandings’ 
do not occur. J : ‘: .,’ ,’ 

Discusses relevantsubjects as well 
as related, issues, within the allot-, 
ted time. ,.’ 

Speaks clearly, Iqgically, and con; 
fidently; tailors presentation to au- 
dience concerns and time require- 
ments, responds accurately and 
appropriately to questions. _ 

. .: 
Communicates openly, honestlyand 
respectfully with all.- 

Is an articulate persuasive speaker, 
whose .p,resentations demonstrate 
a thorough understanding of .and 
commitment to GAO core values. 

.,, 
Is well prepared for meetings and 
uses demonstration techniques, 
audio-visual aids, or briefing ma- 
terials expertly. 
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Band I-Developmental Level Perfo,rmance,Standards., 

6.Teamwork, Working Relatiqnship,s, an-d Eqtitil.Opportunity (EO) 

Demonstrating and promoting a positive attitude and commitment to, aqcohpl@ing objectives. 
Working, cooperatively and sharing information throughout GAO to achieve mission, requirements, 
and other. common, goals. .Promoting team,work,,,)which include? helping each other, meeting 
commitments,, seeking out .others’comments and qggestions, tiommunicating openly atid candidly, 
and encoyraging others to participate in discussions. Surfacing to management, issu& that 
negatively affective your work envitxqment. Actively participating in job meetings and discussions, 
Establishing and maintaining effective and constructitie working re/ati&ships with a// stakeholders 
and ofhers both inside and outside GAO. Observing equal opportunity principles and treating 
others fairly. ..,. 

Impedes accomplishing assigned Collaborates with coworkers and 
objectives, fails to support group others in, meeting,commitments and 
decisions, puts 6wn interests ahead accomplishing assigned work on 
of. the grqup’s. time. Shares information freely. 

Exhibits negative attitude .toward 
assignments and coworkers ad- 
versely affecting group mgrale. 

Demonstrates a positive attitude 
toward assignments,and cowork- 
ers. 

Does not work cooperatively, or help 
others. 

Fails to acquire training or skills 
needed to achieve personal or team 
goals. 

Shows a willingness to expend nec- 
essary effort to help others and 
accompli+ team objectives. 

Develops or builds on skills to en- 
hance personal contributions and 
achieve team objectives. 

Reacts to constructive feedback with 
hostility or defensiveness; attempts 
to shift blame for m,istakes. 

: 

Responds constructively to feed- 
back. 

Does not respect others when ex- 
pressing disagreements, disparages. 
others’contributions, acts in a con- 
descending manner. 

Respects others when expressing 
disagreements. 

Creates conflicts in work group; 
makes distinctions of race, color, 
religion, sex, national origin, age, 
disability, political affiliation, mari- 
tal status, or sexual orientation and 
expresses an unwillingness to work 
with certain people. 

Maintains effective working relation- 
ships working harmoniously with 
coworkers. Treats others fairly re- 
gardless of race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age, disability, po- 
litical affiliation, marital status, or 
sexual orientation. 

Set? an example for others b$ m’e& 
ing all commitments through.exem- 
plary teamwork and cooperation 
with others. 

Demonstrates a positive attitude 
toward assignments and cowork- 
ers and willingly accepts additional 
or diffic,ult assignments. 

Seeks out opportunities to help oth- 
ers meet team goals. 

Seeks,training. and developmental 
experiences to enhance knowledge . . 
and skills needed for short and long- 
range goals. 

Is responsive and open tp feedback; 
seeks suggestions on ways to im- 
prove. 

Addresses conflicts effectively; ex- 
presses own views. candidly yet, 
respectfully; promotes consensus 
building. 

Actively works to promote harmony 
with coworkers without distinctions 
on the basis of race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin, age, disability, 
political affiliation, marital status, or 
sexual orientation; actively supports 
EO programs or activities. 
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Understanding and incorporating GAO’s core’ values ,(accountabi~~t~~i~~~~~~ty and reliabiliti) in all 
work steps and products (that is, prd‘dijcing WoiKprddutits that are-professional, bbjective, fact- 
based, nonpartisan, nonideological, fair and balanced .as well as time/H accurate, useful, clear 
and candid). Being responsible for planning one or more assignment segments and/or developing 
technical or subject matter knowledge to assist, in planning assignment segments. o’eveloping 

., 1’ ‘$@Mplans that ‘respond to Congre@nal mandates, and,. r&quests as well. ‘as .s$port goals, : :, ’ 
.,. ,obj@fes and strategies. of‘GAO’s Sf%tegic, Plan. Contributing to the design ,of tiofk’that will “’ “l ::. 

” lead to [mproved,government+ operations-such as the po@#al for dol!ar satin& and/or:non- 
financial benefits-and contribute to congressional decision-making. Helpirig td determine 

,, ,‘_ 

appropriate methodologies and resources needed to complete the assignment. identifying 
1 infortiation souyce+, alternative $ppro,aches and”constraints.’ .’ ’ ‘, y”‘: ._ : ‘,..,-,,:‘, 

Working collaboratively with others in GAO to avoid planning conflicts or duplicative work. Sharing,. : : 
knowledge within work units and. with others in GAO to enhance product quality. Adhering to 
GAO’s policies, including generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) and 
congressionalproiocols (effective January 2000). Helping determine and plan the most,appropriate ’ 
methods of communication to meet the client’s need& Planning own work time, and helping 
peers, as appropriate. Being proficient in the use of project-planning too/s. 

Demonstrates little knowledge of 
relevant policies and congressional 
protocols. 

Does not meet agreed upon dead- 
lines. Requires above normal su- 
pervision. 

Plans work that conflicts with core 
values (for example, plans address 
only one side of an issue). 

Suggestions to plans do not con- 
sider strategic plan objectives, rela- 
tive work priorities, contingencies, 
and costs relative to benefits. 

Prepares incomplete or impractical 
assignment segment plans that do 
not include steps for achieving fi- 
nancial savings or program improve- 
ments or for assessing relevant 
technical issues; plans require sig- 
nificant revision. 

Overlooks appropriate methodolo- 
gies or suggests research ap- 
proaches that would not meet as- 
signment objectives. 

Displays knowledge of policies and 
processes and congressional pro- 
tocols. 

Completes work on time. Requires 
normal supervision. 

Understands and applies GAO’s 
core values in planning work. 

Helps develop plans that reflect 
strategic plan objectives and rela- 
tive work priorities. 

Develops plans that are complete, 
and include steps for achieving fi- 
nancial savings or program improve- 
ments and for assessing relevant 
technical issues; plans require few 
revisions. 

Proposes and applies appropriate 
methodologies. Recognizes assign- 
ment constraints and proposes al- 
ternatives. 

Identifies relevant information 
sources. 

Demonstrates thorough knowledge 
of applicable policies and processes, 
and congressional protocols. 

Completes work on time or early. 
Achieves assignment objectives and 
produces high quality products with 
little close supervision. 

Understands and applies GAO’s 
core values in planning work and 
helps others do likewise. 

Makes significant contributions to 
plans that incorporate strategic plan 
objectives and goals, reflect prior- 
ity of work, address coordination 
issues and skill needs, and consider 
contingencies. 

Develops plans that are complete 
and include steps likely to achieve 
financial savings or program im- 
provements and to assess relevant 
technical and state-of-the-art issues; 
plans do not require substantive 
changes. 
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Band I-Full Performance L&d Performance Standards(Continued) 

,;s l,.Planning ,: : ‘., 

-_ ,b ,  , “ . :y . ‘ i , .  I’ , ; J  i”’ 
’ 

. ,  
, ,  : : . , ,  ‘, ‘,.: 

‘, 

Cver,tooks.o$ails, to~identify impor- tant relev~~~i~f~~~~ti~~ so’~rces., 

Drafts~ p!ans,that include, inaccurate 
time fra.mesand resource estimates, 

Does not’properly or effectively use 
planning tools. 

Does not inform or coordinate with 
others :to resolve, delays,or prob-: 
Iems. ,,’ ,., : ’ 

.’ ,, , 
‘: ., 

: ‘a ., ,, 
: 

.,, (’ 

.’ 

“$’ ,, 

: i 

Demonstrates ,knowledge of and “~ 
appropriate approach to enhance 
assignment,quality and meet ob- 

uses: plannip”g,tools~ ; I’, ,,, “,, jecfives,: :.. ;, 24, ‘..,, ,: !” : ., ., hi\ ? “‘:’ .‘,, 

Coordinates with!peers.and other 
staffto minimize delays and dupli- 
cation. : 

Identifies mostrelevant’and impor- 
tant sources of information’. 

. ,‘.,’ . . ., . !,. j . : 
Prepares plans that min/mize,down- 

‘time, .and.-accurately estimate re-. 
.‘, ,. h’( ‘8 _’ source,ne,eds. ’ : -:. 

II. 
Demonstrates thorough‘knowledge 
of planning tools. Helps peers learn 
to use them. ” , 

“/ :, .: ‘, 

,: 

Seeks :and shares information 
needed to avoid duplication.. ’ 

1 

” , 
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Band~I4Yull.Pd’rformance Level PetformanceStihdards 

2. Data Gathering and Documentation 

, 1. ‘, 

‘Collecting and documenting in a timely manner relevant and high quality data to assure that all 
GAO products are professional, objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, nonideological, faair, and 
balanced. Researching and identifying data sources and data collection strategies. !dentifying 
missing data and’ ensuring that data are current, accurate, and su@jent to support findings, 
co@@qns, and recoymendat@S: i’,, Le?r-ning and applyjng automated toqls to collect, share, 
o~gimk~zmd ~~,@p~l~te~;data; FSlloiviflg ~GAC$@icj& atid Ijtocedures:‘tihen pr@@qring all”@n$ Y 

~;;~dpr&@ qr.‘admqrstrWv&‘:documentat~on;:’: I:,” 
: ;;‘;, 

/, ; ‘. ’ I” ,..: ’ .‘, :’ : ‘;J,, 
,) ; ; “’ \ ‘.,, _>. )” ” ,’ . . 

; .;‘, ~ ‘1, ,:/ :.a ‘, .‘I :, ,/.I’ I 2, .I ,. ., .. ,/, ‘:, ,’ -,,,; ,I- i ” ‘. ,I,, 

$ I $ I ,’ t 
n . . .  

‘ , “ ,  ,’ ’ ‘, 

, , \ ’  ; , !  
: .  

- !  , . ,  
! ,  i it. 

: . , , ‘ , , . ’  
!  /  .~>: , !z  !.‘,i 

“ “ “ “ “ “ - , : ; , , , ‘ , , , :  

Submits:unreliable.documentation: 
or fails to. obtain missing data; 

Uses inappropriate data collection 
methods, which adversely, affect 
product quality. 

Does not complete work on time; 
work requires.extensive supervisory 
review. ‘_ 

Submits. poorly organized work- 
papers,,makirig analysis,difficult. 

Resists using ADP resources to 
accomplish work. 

Fails to follow GAO policies and 
procedures to ensure reliability and 
completeness of computer-based 
data. 

Does not seek help from supervi- 
sor or peers. 

Prepares summaries without fully 
documenting materials; extensive 
supervisory revisions required. 

Does not contribute required docu- 
mentation or accurate documenta- 
tion for the files. 

Identifies appropriate data sources; 
obtains relevant ‘and reliable :data 
within specified time frame. 

Uses appropriate data collection 
methods to produce quality prod- 
ucts. 

Completes work on time with nor- 
mal supervisory review. 

Assembles, indexes and organizes 
workpapers to facilitate analysis and 
product preparation. 

Uses ADP resources to effectively 
obtain, create, store, share and 
access data. 

Applies GAO policies and proce- 
dures to ensure reliability and com- 
pleteness of computer-based data 
and analysis. 

Seeks help from supervisor or peers 
when needed. 

Uses only fully documented mate- 
rial to prepare summaries; few su- 
pervisory revisions required. 

Contributes complete and accurate 
documentation for the files. 

Identifies and obtains most,relevant 
and reliable data that results in high., 
quality products. 

” ,, 
Uses data’collection methods that 
expedite data gathering. 

Completes high quality work under 
challenging deadlines with minimal 
supervisory review. 

Organizes workpapers to readily 
identify critical data, expedite analy- 
sis and facilitate product prepara- 
tion. 

Makes innovative use of ADP re- 
sources to complete work’and learns 
new technology. 

Applies GAO policies and proce- 
dures and considers industry/pro- 
fessional guidance to ensure the 
reliability and completeness of com- 
puter-based data. 

Is sought out by peers when they 
need help. 

Uses only fully documented and 
relevant material to prepare sum- 
maries; few, if any, supervisory re- 
visions required. 

Contributes complete and accurate 
documentation for the files and helps 
peers meet GAO requirements. 
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,Band I-Full Performahce Level Performance Standards 

3..Data Analysis’, 

Being res;Oonsible for the quality of data. analysis :on an assignment segment. \Analyiing., data 
to provide:support for prof&sional, :objective,q fact-based, nonpartisan; nonideological, , faii; ;and 
balanced products; In a timely-manner, organizing, tabulating;. contrasting, and synthesizing: data 
or information to produce findings, conclusions, and redommenda tions. Using computeb too/s to 
sljpport analysis. Applying, professionally ,accepted, analytical. techniques (elg., information syn- 
thesis, content analysis, statistics, econometrics, ‘operations research, and modeling). Determining 
validity, reliability, and quality of data and’ the adequacy of evidence to’ support findings. or 
conclusions. :. ! :’ ‘_ ‘-;‘/ 

.,., ,,.i 

Requires~~continuous~ supervision 
and ‘instruction to cdmplete’ \rvcrk, 
does’ n&seek help: ’ 

Proposes an inappropriate research 
methodology, analysis strategy or 
software package; cannot justify 
decisions. 

Uses an improper, overly complex, 
or too simplistic technique for the 
job, extensive supervisory revisions 
required. 

Does not complete’ wcrk on time. 

Summarizes, or reports analyses 
incompletely, incorrectly, or in a 
confusing manner. 

Fails to recognize~problematic data, 
identify evidence gaps or determine 
what evidence is needed. 

Fails to appropriately consider evi- 
dence, laws, regulations, or GAO 
standards; draws conclusions based 
on incomplete, inaccurate, or out- 
dated information. 

Requires. an average! amount cf 
supervisory review& chaching to 
complete Work Seek&help, wheh 
needed: . 

Recomm,ends an appropriate: re- 
search methodologjy, analysis strat- 
egy, or software package that helps 
to ,produce high quality products; 
C&-I support recommendation. 

Uses’, appropriate analyses tech- 
niques, few’ supervisory revisions 
required. : 

Completes analysis on time. 

Summarizes 0r;reports analyses 
correctly and in a way that others 
can understand. 

Follows up when the quantity and 
quality of evidence is not satisfac- 
tory or sufficient. 

‘Appropriately considers evidence, 
laws, or GAO standards;’ draws 
conclusions based on complete, 
accurate, and up-to-date informa- 
tion. 

:. 

‘Pequires iittie or no close super& 
sibn to’cbmpl&e .ariaiyses and ‘re- 
sblve prcblems. .;I !-” ., : 3 1, 

I, 5:. :, 
Recommends an appropriate and 
efficient analysis plan or innovative 
research methbdcfdgies that tielp 
produce techn’ically sound,’ high 
quality products. (\ 

Uses the most appropriate analy- 
ses techniques, few, if any, super- 
visory revisions required, 

;,/ ,‘/. 
Completes difficult or complex analy- 
sis even under challenging dead- 
lines. , ” ‘.: ,’ ‘_. 
Summarizes or reports complex 
analyses correctly and completely 
and in a way that others can easily 
understand. I, 

Is consulted by peers and others 
‘to examine datti dr a?glyseb to id&-t- 
tify and’cqrrect,weakhesses. ,I _‘,/_ ‘. 
Dqes original or unique work when 
analyzing.data, drawing conclusions, 
and developing recommendations. 
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Band,I-Full Performance.LevelRerfor,mance Standards 

4. Written Communication 

Prep+rinQ ,or’helping ‘to prepare; written products., that are prbfessional,L:objectiv@, ,.fact- b+se.g hon- 
partisa‘n; ndh$$eological, fair and. balance+ :Preparing ,writtenprqducts. that addres,s ,the prqject 
objectives,:sati+fy the client’s needs and adher? to GAO policies and quality standards: ,!,Preparing 
or helping to prepare in collaboration with others, a ,variety of written pr?ducts’including:assig’nment 
plans; interview write-ups; workpapers, workpapersumrqaries; report,segments, chapters, technicai 
appendixes, complete repoits or testimony :,data co!lection instruments; internal, and, external 
correspondence, administrative documentation of aI types, including performance:appraisals; and 
speeches and professional articles. Using automated capabilities to develop, review, ,andprocess 
GAO products. 

.  . , ;  , , . . ,  “ , .  , , , ,  

Prepares documents that do not 
conform to GAO po,l/cies, meet GAO 
quality standards, and/or reflect a 
basic,un,derstanding of GAO’s core 
values. ,; 

Submits ‘written products that re- 
quire extensive.revis[on. !, 

Does not meet agreed-upon’dead- 
lines. :‘, : ,, 

s,. 
Prepares summaries.:that%re dis- 
organized or diverge from- agreed 
up,on outline, fail to clearly present 
key issues., i ,. _, 

Writes conclusions and recommen- 
datiqns that are not substantiated 
by supporting information. 

‘Does not use automated capabili- 
ties to improve communication.’ 

Designs incomplete or biased,data 
collection instruments that make 
subsequent analysis difficult. 

Is not constructive or helpful when 
commenting on others’ products. 

Prepares documentsthat are com- 
plete,,:accu~~te,,~pd,time!y and con- 

<form t.o GAD pokcies, meet qualjty 
standards, and reflect GAO!s.core 
values. 

‘_ ,..,‘:. ‘, 
Submits written products that, re- 
quire minimal’ revision. 1 

Delivers.written!products on time. 

Prepares:summaries that discuss 
relevant issues and$ce, w,ell-orga- 
nized, concise, logrcal an,d meet 
expectations for clarity. 

: ,’ ’ 
Incorporates reiated issues into 
summaries and develops support- 
able conclusions and recommen- 
dations. ” 

Uses automated capabilities to 
improve communication; incorpo- 
rates graphics when appropriate. 

Designs understandable and prop- 
erlyconstructed data collection in- 
struments that facilitate subsequent 
analysis. 

Provides constructive suggestions 
that help ensure compliance with 
GAO policies when commenting on 
others’written products. 

Prepares documents that are ac- 
curate, objective, timely, compjeta 
in every respect and conform to 
GAO policies, quality standards and 
core yaks., ., ,‘\> 

Submitswritten products that re- 
quire few!- if ‘any, revisions. 

Delivers high quality written prod- 
ucts .on ,time ,or early; even under 
challenging.deadlines. .;, 

Prepares summaries that are well- 
organized -and, logical, prese,nt 
multiple issues clearly and concisely 
and ,are easily jncorporated into f/- 
nal products. i :, 

Incorporates all,relevant issues into 
summaries and develops ful,ly,sup- 
portedconclusions and recommen- 
dations: “1’ ,’ ,. 

Makes optimal use of automated 
capabifities to improve communi- 
cation; incorporates innovative 
graphics to enhance communica- 
tion. 

Designs high-quality data collection 
instruments that facilitate and ex- 
pedite subsequent analysis. 

Detects flaws, offers suggestions 
and proposes solutions to problems 
when commenting on others’writ- 
ten products. 

, 
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Band~i~Full~PerformancY~Level~PBrfoci’nance~Standards 
.” i_” i ,: .) ..,.5.:Oral Cohlmunib~tidn ” I ;1. ” 

“Misstates‘or asks inappropriate, 
questions, during @terv,ieys;, fails to 
gather.complete:informatron.: I, 

“Asks”$ntag’onistic questio,ns .or 
monopolizes \the discussioh ‘at 
meetings. “, ; 

,a 

Presents information in an illogical, 
unorganized manner; presents tech- 
nical information in a manner that 
clients cannot,undewtand; leading 
to clientdissatisfaction. 

Makes one-sided presentations, 
does not communicate in a,fact 
based, fair, and balanced ‘manner. 

Does not accurately represent ’ 
‘GAO’s position. ~ 

Speaks timidly, needs a&stance 
when presenting information, fails 
to convey the message. 

Has difficulty responding to ques- 
tions about fundamental aspects of 
the assignment. 

Is disrespectful or discourteous in 
‘dealing with others. 

Does not keep supervisors ad- 
equately4nformed about work sta- 
tus and issues which might affect 
‘assignment outcome. 

F&using ,oral kohmunicatioh,on.audience needsland agregd upon purpose. Conimunicating t-es& 
bfh work both internally, and extertialy Assuring : tha t ~,presenta tions are profeBsiona/, objectiti&, 

‘fact-based; .nonpartisan; nonideological, fair, and ,balanced.. Cbmmutii&ting upward, ~downward, 
and’ lateral/j! so that. infortiation flowsfreely and. shared understkiitig occurs;: Coinmunicating 
openly, htinestly atid .respectfully ‘with oth&r$’ in ~‘GAO. Meeting:: with and representing ,GAO 30 
agency pkrsonhel, ‘congres&dnal staffs and others, stich ,as prdfessiohal organizations$ T 
, ‘: , -; .::” ,: ,. :. ,, ,.., ‘.,_ ), : :. ‘! ” .>J:, 

during interviews, responds objec- 
tively @comments, observes tikne 
frames, ,gathers complete informa- 
tion, summarizes interview and clari- 
f!ies :jssues. ,’ i 

1:). 
Contributes to meetihgs., discusses 
assigned issuesobjectively, listens 
to others’“and responds approprik 
ately to quesiions and comments. 

i : ‘;j ., 
Presents information, including tech- 
nical issues, in a clear, concise, and 
well organized manner. : \’ ,’ : : 

Makes presentations ttiat are fact 
based, fair, and balanced. 

Represents GAO’s positidn accu- 
rately, avoids disclosing sensitive/ 
t,entative matters. 

Makes presentations that are clear 
and concise, alters presentations 
when appropriate, facilitates inter- 
action with the audiehce. ,I 

Responds accurately and appropri- 
ately to questions’ related to the 
assignment. .> 

Communicates with everyone in a 
respectful manner, facilitating infor- 
mation exchange. 

Informs supervisors about issues 
relating to the assignment. 

clearly so that misunderstand$gs 
;&$~~~~~~@~;~ ; ;. ;:; .; :: ,‘. ,,,:, ; 

Contijb;~t~~‘to,mee?ings;-di~~~~~es 
relevant information; answers ques- 
‘fibns, elicits views of others, arid 
handles interruptions. ’ , 

Presents information, including tech- 
nical data, in a clear and,succinct 
minnerthat clients can understand. 

‘,’ 
Consistently makes fact based, fair, 
and*; balanced presentat,ion$’ in a 
professional style;. ~ 

’ . 
Represents GAO’s position accu- 
rately, weighs consequences of 
responses before speaking, ‘does 
not disclose sensitive matters,. dis- 
tinguishes fact from opinion. 

Makes presentations that fully con- 
vey the message, alters presen- 
tations appropriately, effectively, uses 
aids and involves theaudience: 

Respon’ds accurately, appropriafely 
and 9.4tti ‘ease to questions or com- 
ments related to the assignment. 

Communicates in a respectful and 
open.‘mantier; is a role model for 
good two-day communication. 

.: 
Communicates with supervisors and 
peers regularly and in a timely 
manner about all significant issues. 
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Band I~Full.Performance’Leve‘l’Performande’Standard,s~ .,‘, 

6. Teamwork, Working Relationships,:and: Equal Opportunity (EO) 

Demonstrating and promoting ,a positive attitude;:and commitment. to accomplishing objectives. 
Working cooperative/y. and sharing information throughout GAO to achieve mission requirements 
and othei common goals. /?romoting teamworkby he/ping.others, meeting commitmen,ts, seeking 
out others: comments and suggestions, communicating openly and ;candidly, encouragjng .others 
to participate in meetings and,.discussioqs. 
the w&k. envirqnment. 

Surfqr$g. tq,man?gemqt issues. that. neg3 tively affect 
Aciivtily pzjrticipatinj in job,me&ings &d-.dis&us@otis. “;.~st~ib;is~~ng:aria,” :‘. ,< ‘: :‘,‘ 

maintaining,effective and cbnstructive &-king r@ati~r&hi@s’~tiith ,a// stakehold& &$ &he& b&h-. .. u : 
inside and outsid& GAO. Observing equal o@po&nity ~rin’cip;les, show& t&&&for ;a/(&@; ‘.. :,‘: 
expressirig an appreciation for the diversity of the workforce, and he/ping to build a climate of 

Impedes accomplishirrg,,assigned 
objectives, fails to support group 
decisions,; puts own interests ahead 
of group interests. .i 

Displays a negative attitude toward 
assignment and coworkers; does 
not offer constructive solutions to 
concerns. 

Does not help coworkers or-work 
cooperatively, belittles others’ sug- 
gestions, does not help peers, hesi- 
tates to-take on additional or diffi- 
cult work. 

Fails to acquire training or skills 
needed to achieve personal or team 
goals. 

Reacts to constructive feedback with 
hostility or defensiveness; attempts 
to shift blame for mistakes. 

Does not respect others when ex- 
pressing disagreements, disparages 
otners’contributions, acts in a con- 
descending manner. 

Does not work cooperatively with 
staff outside own unit,. does not 
share information or provide help 
that would advance GAO’s goals. 

Collaborates ‘with’ coworkers and 
others in meeting commitments and 
accomplishing assigned work on 
time, shares information freely. 

Demonstrates a positive attitude and 
good interpersonal skills. Raises 
concerns in a constructive man- 
ner and offers potential solutions. 

Assists others, shows willingness 
to expend necessary effort to com- 
plete assignment. 

Develops or builds on skills to en- 
hance personal contributions and 
achieve team.objectives. 

Responds constructively to feed- 
back, seeking ways to improve skills. 

Respects others when expressing 
disagreements; provides encour- 
agement to others; maintains effec- 
tive working relationships. 

Works cooperatively with and sup- 
ports staff across GAO, shares in- 
formation across organizational 
lines. 

Treats others fairly regardless of 
rac,e, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, age, disability, political af- 
filiation, marital status, or sexual 
orientation. 

t 

Sets an example for others by meet- 
ing all commitments through exem- 
plary teamwork and cooperation 
with others: 

Demonstrates a positive attitude and 
commitment, seeks opportunities 
to help others.meet team goals, and 
helps resolve concerns_or probtems. 

Hetps others without being asked, 
goes the “extra mile” to complete 
assignment, accepts additional or 
difficult assignments. 

Seeks training and developmental 
experiences to enhance knowledge 
and skills needed for short and long- 
range goals. 

Is responsive and open to feedback, 
seeks suggestions on ways to im- 
prove. 

Respects others when expressing 
disagreements; promotes consen- 
sus building; pursues appropriate 
recognition of others and the team. 

. 
Collaborates and shares informa- 
tion -across organizational lines, 
understands value to be gained.by 
sharing information. 
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Band l+Full Peiformance.LevGl PerfocmanceStandards,(Continued) 

6. Teamwork, Working Relationships, and Equal Opportunity (EO) 

\Ivith certain people. ‘. ,,. EO Rrograms d’r atitilities. 
3, :  

’ ‘, . , .  

, ,  

,‘. 

i 
.‘_ 

I ,  

:  

( .  

‘, I_ I ,  
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. 
Barid I--Fu!l.,Performa~ce;‘LeveI Birformance’Standa~dds .: . ,‘I i. 
1. ,. .i 4 ;;, 

7. Supervi!Gk;~Appi’aisal, and32ounieling ” _: .‘.I ;!,-f+ ’ ” 

To the extent that opportunities arise, providing direction and guidance to assigned staff to achieve 
assignment objectives. Delegating work as.$gnments and monitoring performance. Helping staff 
learn GAO’s policies, quality standards, and core values through on-the-job training and coaching. 
Setting expectations and evaluating staff performance against established standards. Providing 

, I  “ ,  

I’,.’ ” Fails to rernforce GA6’s~policies, 
quality standards,‘and core values. 

Stymies professional,growth of staff 
by not delegating tasks; or tasks 
are assigned so unevenly that mo- 
rale is adversely affected. 

Fails to monitor staff progress timely 
or delays taking corrective action 
when problems arise. 

Takes ineffective or inappropriate 
action to deal with performance or 
conduct problems; refers matters 
to superiors without trying to resolve 
them. 

Sets unclear or confusing expec- 
tations. 

Fails to provide performance feed- 
back as needed during the rating 
period. 

Does not properly apply perfor- 
mance standards in assessing per- 
formance. 

Ignores staff training needs; can- 
cels staff’s participation in training 
unnecessarily. 

Reinforces GAO’s policies, quality 
standards and core values through 
day-to-day supervision. 

Makes reasonable assignment de- 
cisions so that employees’skills are 
enhanced; ensures that work is 
evenly distributed. 

Uses project plans and planning 
tools to monitor progress; makes 
any necessary adjustments before 
assignment is adversely affected. 

Deals directly and objectively with 
performance or conduct problems, 
seeks advice and takes appropri- 
ate action. 

Sets clear expectations, revising 
them when necessary. 

Provides appropriate performance 
feedback and counseling. 

Evaluates job performance accu- 
rately using established perfor- 
mance standards; is able to distin- 
guish among different levels of per- 
formance. 

Helps identify training needs and 
supports staff participation in training 
programs. 

~Fully~commun&tes and effectively 
ieinforces,GAO’s policies,” quality 
standards and core values through 
day-to-day supervision. Always 
keeps staff well informed. 

Makes work assignments that sig- 
nificantly enhance employees’skills 
and fully meet developmental needs; 
ensures that all staff are effectively 
utilized. 

Sets clear expectations; monitors 
staff progress; anticipates and re- 
solves problems without affecting 
deadlines, provides assistance to 
staff and reassigns work as needed. 

Identifies performance or conduct 
problems early and takes appropri- 
ate action; keeps managers fully in- 
formed. 

Sets clear expectations that incor- 
porate GAO’s values and strategic 
objectives, and the employees’ in- 
put, when feasible. 

Provides constructive, specific, and 
honest performance feedback; ef- 
fectively counsels and encourages 
employees. 

Understands the performance stan- 
dards, and consistently applies them 
accurately. Produces ratings that 
can be relied upon in making hu- 
man capital decisions. 

Supports and encourages staff 
development activities; counsels 
staff on importance of training; acts 
as a mentor. 
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Understanding and applying GAO’s core values (accountability, integrity and reliability) in the design 
and implementation of all plans and work steps so that resulting reports, briefings, and other 
work products are professional, objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, nonideological, fair anb balanced 
as well as time/x accurate, useful, clear and candid. Being responsible for planning a complete 
assignment;or a major assignment segment and/or dev@oping, technica! or subjFc[ matter exp@i?e 
ind‘brihging that knotilqdbe to bear in he/p/@ plan one,, or *more ?qsignn$nts. Underst@&ing :’ 
and scrup,y/ous/y ,adheiing to GAO’s &ngressiena/ fjrotocols (effect& January 2000): DeVi$@ig 
woikplans that r&pond to Congressional mandate8:and requests and suppoiting boa/s, obj&th& 
and strategies of GAO’S Strategic Plan. Designing assignment plans that will, when appropriate, 
lead tp improved government operations-such, as the potential for dollar savings and/or..non- 
financial benefits-and contribute to ’ congressibhal ‘decision making: Determining, or ‘helping 
determine, appropriate methodologies and resources needed to satisfy the client’s request. 
identifying information sources, alternative approacfies an@ constraints. Ensuring that assignment 
plans conform to GAO policy, including general/y accepted government auditing standards 
(GAGAS). * 

Working collaboratively with others in GAO to avoid planning conflicting or duplicative work. Sha@g 
know/edge within work unit and with others in GAO. He/ping management determine and plan 
for the most appropriate methods of communication to meet the client’s needs. Avoiding, or 
recognizing and terminating unproductive work, Planning own work time, and he/ping assigned 
staff do likewise. Being proficient in the use of project-planning too/s. 

Does not demonstrate knowledge 
of, or properly apply, relevant GAO 
policies, and congressional proto- 
cols when helping to plan jobs. 

Does not meet agreed upon dead- 
lines. 

Plans work that conflicts with core 
values (for example, plans address 
only one side of an issue). 

Submits job plans that overlook 
strategic plan objectives and goals 
or do not consider costs in relation 
to benefits. 

Fails to set priorities and consider 
contingencies causing waste of 
resources and lost time. 

Does not recognize the need to 
modify plans. 

, 

Understands and appropriately Demonstrates mastery of GAO 
applies GAO policies and congres- policies and congressional proto- 
sional protocols when helping to plan cols and helps others comply with 
jobs. these requirements, 

Completes work on time. Completes work on time or early. 

Understands and appropriately 
applies GAO’s core values in plan- 
ning work. 

Understands and appropriately 
applies GAO’s core values in plan- 
ning work and helps others do like- 
wise. 

Submits job plans that support the 
strategic plan goals and objective 
and consider costs in relation to 
benefits. 

Prepares complete, practical and 
achievable assignment plans that 
include steps with the potential for 
financial savings or program im- 
provements, and for assessing rel- 
evant technical issues; plans require 
limited substantive revisions. 

Identifies issues and submits job 
plans that make substantive con- 
tributions to achieving strategic plan 
goals and objectives; carefully 
weighs costs versus benefits in 
devising strategy. 

Recognizes the need to modify 
plans and presents alternatives to 
management. 

Recognizes and brings to 
management’s attention the need 
to modify plans. 
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Band II-Performance Standards. (Continued) 

,I. Planning “, :‘ 

-. - 

.,.Submits inco.mpJete or ,impractical, ” 
~,W~slgn~~enr:,pl~~s’t~~~~o~~~~inciul~ 
.steps for.,,achi&in,g fin-ahcial s.av- 
irigs ,or:‘brtigra~~irriprdv~~~nts oec. 
for assessing relevant technical 
issues; plans require significant re- 
vision.:, .: ‘,:’ i ., 

Suggests research’approaches that 
are,inconsistent with professional 
standards. 

Overiooks or fails to identify impor- 
tant relevant information sources. .’ ) ;. .’ 
Estimates t&e frames and resource 

: needsinaccurately. :” 

Demonstrates ‘iittle knowledge of 
planning tools. 

Does not take advantage of work 
done by others when planning,as- 
signments; does not share own work 
or knowledge to assist others in de- 
signing work. 

. 

; 

Recognizes appropriate methodol- 
,ogy.and suggests modificatiohs to 
facilitate meeting assignment re- 
quirements. 

Identifies important and relevant in- 
formation sources. 

Accurately.estimates resource 
needs and timeframes. ,, i ‘_ 

VAppropriately uses project planning 
tools. I.7 

Uses. available .work done by oth- 
ers to avoid unnecessary duplica- 
tion and shares own knowl,edge with 
others. 

/ 

‘: 

qr”p~‘;-s,s:,co,m~rehe~~i~:~,~~~j~~- 

,-merit p,lans$hat ful!y’. addressthe 
” ‘~c#$t’s’,i.nterests and ‘inclbde steps 
_ b!lkely.‘~d~,$i~~ ‘finah~i~~~~~~i~gs~:~r 

program improvements and to as- 
sess relevant technical and state- 
of-the-art issues; plans require few . ..i:* 
revrsrons. ,I 

‘: . /  ‘. :  

Researches new approaches and 
proposes the best one; proposes 
approaches that reflect an advanced 
level of. competency;,identifies all 
important sources of information. 

,’ > i,.’ ‘. 
Suggests new or unique method- 
ology, when necessary, that has 
practical application, and,faciIitates 
meeting assignment requirements. 

Identifies most important and. rel- 
evant information sources. 

Is exceptionally. proficient at esti- 
mating resource needs and time 
frames. 

Uses and encourages others, to 
make use of project planning tools. 

Coordinates work &h others .and 
suggests innovative ways to pre- 
vent delays and problems. Is ,pro- 
active in seeking out others in GAO 
who can contribute to work; willingly 
offers to share own information to 
further GAO.objectives. 

:, ;’ 
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Baiid II”Perf~rinance,Stand$rds 1’ 

2. Data Gathetlng ,and Documentation 

Being responsible for data gathering and documentation on one or more as+ignments or assignment 
segments. Collecting and documenting relevant data (and providing assigned staff necessary qn- 
the-job training in data gathering techniques and documentation) to ensure that all GAO products 
are professional, objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, nonideological, fair, and balanced. R,esearching 

..q$. iSJentify& data squrces and,~?~~,.cpllection~,stra teg&, ,lc&@~ying, t+siyg. da@ .@d ensuring 
L ;,? .’ thaf :@[a &$‘~ cUr$nt kid actii.%te~, and are suffikerit 20. Stippo# )-firidings, cb;rkl&o~s +$qd ~ 1 

-* ‘.~ * ~&$o~mendkionq:.Le?riGng, ?ppl$iQ.ang &ching &&nedstaff k ‘%8 &k&ted ~oko’cdl~&$, ,<’ ’ ” :: 
s&r&&&~ and manip&& ~d&‘f~&&uring ,t~~~~,~i;A,O:,~~,~~~~s &&pro&-&f& & ‘&/J&&/ ;, 

when preparing all forms ‘at@ project or administrative. documqt@ofl. 

/. “ 

Requires close supervisory moni- 
toring and review in acco’mplishitig 
this task. I .’ ,. 

‘,> ,, 

Uses3nappropriate datacollecti’on 
methods; submits unreliable docu- 
mentation or fails to obtain miss- 
ing data.’ .I ’ I: 

: ,’ ., 
Does not complete work on time; 
work requires .extensivereview. ’ 

. ,  ,  , . ,  ‘)/ ‘i,,, r ” .  .  _,,., 

Requires little direct supervisio’n in 
accomplishing this task. 

.: , ;: ,’ 
Identifies appropriate datasources; 
uses appropriate data collection 
methods to qbtain relevant’and’re- 
liable data.’ ’ 

Completes,work on time with only 
limited revisions and rework. 

Submits poorly, organized work- 
papers; making analysis difficult. 

Assembles, indexes and organizes 
workpapers to facilitate analysis and 
product preparation., ,’ : 

Resists using ADP’resources.and 
does not encourage staff ‘to use au- 

Uses ADP resources effectively to 
obtain, create, store, share and 

tomated means to get work done. access data. 

Fails to follow ,GAO policies and 
procedures to ensure reliabilityand 
completeness of computer-based 
data.’ : 

Applies GAO policies and proce- 
dures to ensure reliability and com- 
pleteness of computer-based data 
and analysis. 

Does not contribute required or 
accurate documentation for the files. 

.‘. 

Contributes complete and accurate 
documentation for the files. 

Prepares summaries without fully 
documenting materials; many sub- 
stantive changes required. 

Uses only fully documented mate- 
rial to prepare summaries. 

Performs careless or limited reviews 
of assigned staffs’ data gathering 
and documentation efforts. 

Thoroughly reviews assigned staff’s 
or others’ (as appropriate) data gath- 
ering and documentation efforts. 

.  

Can be relied uponto produce high 
‘qualityresults without supervision. 

.,. /. -: 
Identifies data needed to support 
conclusions; uses data collection 
methodsthat result in high quafity 
products; helps others gather data. 

.’ 

Completes’high. quality work.with 
few, if any, revisions, under chal- 
lenging deadlines. ” : 

Organizes workpapers to readily 
identify critical data,and to expe- 
dite analysis and reporting. 

Makes innovative use of ADP re- 
sources and learns newskills. 

Understands importance of ensuring 
reliability, of computer-based data 
and seeks out innovative ways to 
test information foraccuracy. 

Contributes complete and accurate 
documentation for the files; helps 
others do likewise. 

Uses only fully documented and 
relevant material to prepare sum- 
maries; few, if any changes required. 

Performs comprehensive reviews 
and verifies assigned staff’s and (as 
appropriate) others’ data gathering 
and documentation efforts. 
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Band Il+?erformance Standards 
,. z .). 3; DataAnalysis ‘,: 

Being responsible for the timely delivery, of quality data ,ana/ysis on on& or more assignments 
or assignment segments. Ensuring that all appropriate, data are atxilyz9d so that result~ng:products 
meet GAO’s Me values (that is, products’ are, professional,, objective, fact-based,- ,nonpartisan, 
nonideological, .faai/; and balanced). Organizing, tabulating,’ contrasting, and synthesizing data or 
information to produce findings, conclusions, and recommendations. Using -computer.: too/s to 

.support analysis. Applying professionally accepted analytical techniques (e.g., Jnforma tion syn- 
thesis;. content analysis, statistics, econometrics, operations researc,h,and modelingl. Determining 

1 validity, reliability, and quality of datti and the,, adequacy ?df evidence to support findings ‘or 
conclusions. Ensuring the,quality of da ta ,analysis done.by assigned staff and others; as appropriate. 

:.. ..’ ‘, : . ‘, 

I 
, 

Requires continuatsupervision and 
instruction to comp1ete”woi-k: 

Choosesan inappropriate research 
methodology, analysis strategy, or 
software package;,cannot justify 
decisions. 

Uses an improper, overly complex, 
.or too simplistic technique for the 
job. ‘- 

Does not complete work on ‘time. 
,,I:, 

.Pro.duces analyses; that require 
many changes. 

Summarizes, or reports analyses 
incompletely, or in a confusing man- 
ner. 

Summarizes’ or reports analyses 
correctly and in a way, that others 
can understand., 

Fails to recognize problematic data, Determines if the quantity and qual- 
identify evidence gaps or determine 
what evidence is needed. 

,ity of evidence,,js satisfactory ‘and 
sufficient, and, If not, follows ,up. 

Does not appropriately consider 
evidence, laws, regulations, or GAO 
standards; draws conclusions based 
on incomplete or inaccurate infor- 
mation. 

Appropriately considers evidence, 
laws, or GAO standards; draws con- 
clusions based on complete, accu- 
rate, and current information. 

Does not review assianed staffs’or 
others analytic work constructively 
or promptly; misses major flaws in 
analyses; makes irrelevant c,om- 
m.ents. 

-Requires,an~average~~amount (for 
peer level) of supervisory revleti’or 
coaching. ,’ j. 

:  
‘. ’ 

Chooses an appropriate,research 
,methodology, analysis strategy,, or 
software package;.can defend de- 
cisions! 

,, 
Uses appropriate analytical .tech- 
niques for the job. ei 

S’, ‘, 
Completes analysis on time. 

‘, .! 
Produces analyses that require mini- 
mal change. 

Reviews assigned staffs’ or others 
analytic ,work constructively and 
promptly; identifies flaws, if any, and 
e,nsures corrections are made. 

Requires’I.ittle.or no close, supervi- 
sion to complete analyses and re- 
solv,e problems. ct. . . 

_ 
Chooses an appropriate .analysis 
plan and;innovative research meth- 
odologies that produce technically 
sound high-quality products. 

Uses the most appropriate analy- 
ses techniques; analyses require 
few if any changes. 

Completes high quality analysis, of 
complex issues on time, even un- 
der challenging deadlines. 

Produces analyses that require few, 
if any, changes. 

Summarizes complex analyses 
correctly and completely s.o.others 
can easily understand. 

Is consulted by peers and others 
to examine analyses to help iden- 
tify and correct weaknesses. 

Does original or if necessary unique 
work, analyzing data, ,drawing con- 
clusions, and developing recommen- 
dations. 

Reviews assigned staff or others 
analytic work thoroughly, construc- 
tively, and promptly; suggests dif- 
ferent perspectives and approaches. 
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Band II-Performance Standaids 

4. WrittenCommunibation 

Being responsible for preparing and revie.witig in’ a timely manner written products for one or 
more assignments ‘or assignment segments. SEqsuring’ that written products.are’ drafted so that 
thej meet GAO core values,(that is, products are professional, objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, 
nonideological, fair and balanced). Preparing and reviewing written products so that they address 
the project objectives, satisfy the client’s needs, and adhere to GAO polices and quality standards. 
Preparing and reviewing, in collaboration with others, a variety df written products including planning 
documents, interview write-ups, workpapers, workpaper’ summaries, complete reports dr major 
segments of reports, testimony, technical appendiires, internal and external .correspolidenc&, and 
administrative documentation such as performance appra’is&. Using alitomated capabilities to 
develop, review, and process GAO products. Helping assigned staff and others, as appropriate, 
improve the quality of their written products. .’ 

Prepares documents that do not 
conform to GAO policies and meet 
G,AO quality standards,,and/or fail 
tc reflect a basic understanding of 
GAO’s core values. j (1 

a 

”  :  ‘_’ 

Prepares documentsthat are com- 
plete; accurate and timely and con- 
form to GAO policies, meet quality 
standards, and reflect understanding 
of GAO,core values. , 

Requires considerably more inter- 
vention by supervisor than expected 
for peer group to correct/revise 
written products. ’ 

Does not meet agreed-upon dead- 
lines.. 

Requires an average amount (for 
peer level) of supervisory review and 
coaching, with minimal revisions to 
basic structure and message. 

Delivers well-written products on 
time. 

Produces summaries with insuffi- 
cient details or factual errors; in- 
cludes misleading information. 

Prepares summaries that are dis- 
organized or diverge from agreed 
upon outline, fail to’clearly present 
key issues and are unconvincing. 

Prepares summaries that discuss 
relevant issues and are well-orga- 
nized, concise, logical and meet 
expectations for clarity. 

Summarizes related issues and 
develops supportable,conclusiotis 
and recommendations; 

Writes conclusions and recommen- Uses automated capabilities to 
dations that are not substantiated improve communication; incorpo- 
by suppprting information. rates graphics when appropriate. 

.1 ! 
Does ndt use automated capabili- 
ties to improve communication. 

Fails to complete reviews of as- 
signed staff’s or other&written prod- 
ucts on time, does not provide con- 
structive or helpful assistance. 

Provides timely, constructive sug- 
gestions when reviewing assigned 
staff’s or others! wr.itten products; 
suggests changes that help ensure 
compliance with GAO policies guid- 
ance. 

Prepares documents that are ac- 
curate, objective, timely,- complete 
in every respect and,.coriform ‘to 
GAO policies; quality standards and 
core values. 

Has an excellent command of the 
language, and ‘a writing style well 
above the norm for peer level. Few, 
if any, corrections are required. 

Delivers high quality products on 
time, even underchallenging dead- 
lines. 

Prepares summaries that are well- 
organized and logical, present mul- 
tiple issues clearly and concisely 
and are easily incorporated into fi- 
nal products. 

Summarizes all relevant issues and 
develops fully supported conclu- 
sions and recommendations. 

Makes optimal us&of automated 
capabilities to improve communi- 
cation; incorporates innovative 
graphics to enhance communica- 
tion. 

Detects flaws when reviewing as- 
signed staff’s or others’written prod- 
ucts, provides timely insights to help 
improve product quality; and en- 
sures problems are corrected. 
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Band II--Perfor,m,~nCe.“S?an.dards , :: 

5. .Oral Comvmunicatjon 

Focusing oral communication on audience needs and agreed+pon purpose. Assuring that 
presentations meet GAO’s core values (that is, they. are. professional, objective, fact-based, 
nonpartisan, nonideological, fair, and balanced). Communicating upward, downward and laterally 
so that information flows free/y and shared unde@anding,occurs. ,Communicating openjh honestly, 
and respectfully, with others in GAO and he/ping to create an ‘open and constructive work 
envirdnmept: @?d&ting and attendin&@eting& with,’ and;briefings I of, ,cotigr&$~on~l.c~i&~s,,. . . 
~AO~off&$’ ‘ag@nc<, officials an@thers. Commu~i<a~i@%4th ~ongressional~;~li~rits m’kh,ep@g :, zx:? .I’ 
@to c~ngr&sion~~-;or@~c”ls ;(effe,cti!;, J+mua$i$OOl?), @$$ng supqviqore. Pifqrm$dY ~e&li$::j,:,, :, iti 
with the media in accordance with GAO policy. 

_’ ,I 

Fails to follow congressional ‘pro- 
tocols in communicating with con- 
gressional staffs. 

“’ ,’ 
Presents information in an illogical, 
unorganized’manner; makes one- 
sided presentations, leading to the 
perception that the speaker is not 
communicating in a fact-based, fair 
and balanced manner. 

Does not accurately represent 
GAO’s position. 

Delivers presentations in a style 
inappropriate for the purpose, lis- 
tener, or time; reads the presenta- 
tion and uses gestures, audiovisual 
aids or materials poorly. 

Allows meetings to drift, has diffi- 
culty responding to questions, and 
leaves meetings without achieving 
desired results. 

Presents technical information in a 
manner that clients cannot under- 
stand, leading to client dissatisfac- 
tion. 

Is disrespectful and discourteous 
in dealing with GAO officials and 
staff and others. 

Understands and follows congres- 
sional protocols in communicating 
with congressional staffs. 

Presents information that is clear, 
concise, and well-organized; takes 
steps to assure’that all presenta- 
tions are professional, objective, fact 
based, nonpartisan, nonideological, 
fair, and balanced. 

Weighs consequences of responses 
before speaking, distinguishes fact 
from opinion, avoids disclosing 
sensitive/tentative matters; listens 
and responds to questions and is- 
sues at hand. 

Delivers presentations suitable for 
the purpose, audience, and allot- 
ted time; refers to notes appropri- 
ately; uses gestures, audiovisual 
aids, or m.aterials. 

Keeps meetings on track, invites 
questions and responds appropri- 
ately, and summarizes information 
shared and agreements reached; 

Presents technical information 
clearly. 

Communicates with everyone in a 
respectful manner, facilitating infor- 
mation exchange. 

Understands and scrupulously ad- 
heres to congressional protocols 
and is able to fully explain GAO’s 
policy. 

Presents clear, concise,. and well- 
organized information; consistently 
assures that all presentations are 
professional, objective, fact based, 
nonpartisan, nonideological, fair, and 
balanced. 

Accurately presents GAO’sposition, 
clearly distinguishes between fact 
and opinion; avoids disclosing sen- 
sitive or tentative matters; listens 
well, responds appropriately, and 
remains calm in adverse situations. 

Makes presentations with clarity and 
ease; is very persuasive even be- 
fore skeptical or hostile audiences; 
gains acceptance when presenting 
controversial findings. 

Adjusts meeting to audience and 
tjme needs, responds directly to 
questions, encourages others to 
participate, and ensures participants’ 
understanding at conclusion of 
meetings. 

Presents technical issues in a clear 
and succinct manner that clients can 
understand, regardless of the com- 
plexity of the subject matter. 
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YYJa,wl II~~~~,eI:Performance Standards ,i:..,h., 

Impedes accomplishing team ob- 
jectives through poor interpersonal 
behaviors; for example, is discour- 
teous, uncooperative, disrespect- 
ful, or argumentative. 

. .’ _” ,I, 

, 
( .: 

‘, 

Takes steps necessary to-‘&&- 
plish team objectives; collaborates 
with others; is considered an effec- 
tive team player. 

Displays a negative attitude; does 
not offer constructive solutions to 
concerns. 

Demonstrates a positive attitude and 
good interpersonal skills; raises 
concerns ii7 a constructive manner 
and offers potential solutions. 

Does not help coworkers; hesitates 
to take on additional or difficult work. 

Does not seek out or acquire training 
or skills needed to achieve personal 
or team goals. 

Willingly assists team members and 
others to expedite achievement of 
objectives; shows willingness to 
expend necessary effort to complete 
task at hand. 

Reacts defensively to constructive 
feedback; blames others for mis- 
takes. 

Responds constructively to feed- 
back, seeking out ways to improve 
own skills. 

Acts in a condescending or overly 
critical manner; disparages others 
contributions. 

Maintains effective working relation- 
ships; respects others; provides 
formal and informal encouragement 
and recognition. 

Does not work cooperatively with Works cooperatively with, and sup- 
staff outside own unit; does not share ports, staff across GAO; under- 
information and provide help that stands value to be gained by shar- 
would advance GAO’s goals. ing information throughout GAO. 

I  .  

Is a role model as a team leader 
or team member; sets an example 
for others in accomplishing GAO 
objectives through teamwork. 

Demonstrates a positive attitude and 
commitment to GAO’s work and its 
staff. 

Seeks out opportunities to help oth- 
ers without being asked; willing to 
go the “extra mile” to achieve team 
objectives. 

Is open and responsive to feedback; 
identifies and attends training and 
development opportunities to en- 
hance performance. 

Employs excellent interpersonal 
skills in dealing with others; pro- 
motes a constructive and produc- 
tive work environment. 

Adds value to GAO products by 
collaborating and sharing informa- 
tion across organizational lines. 

Is exemplary in treating all staff fairly, 
regardless of race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin, age, disability, 
political affiliation, marital status, or 
sexual orientation. 
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Band II LeVeF-PerformanceStandards (Continued) 

&Teamwork, Working Relationshil&;‘and Equal,Opportunity 

.;;I I’ ,, 3: ‘. :’ ‘. I ‘4 1‘. ! 

$& ‘,: ; :yi! i’i’... “.,i’ i”~~~l,,‘~:~.l::,I,I,, 

, ” . ’ . 
4 L 

Makes distinctions,~o.f race, color,, 
,, ,<’ ,,: II ,’ 

religion, sex, national origin, ,age;, 
Adjusts ~~‘different.c;~rking styles, ‘, 

,‘,.’ ,, ,(.I :,..,?.: ).’ 

approach,es and perspectives; treats 
Assigns workin a fair.andequitable 

disability, political affiliation, mari- coworkers fairly’regQrdless~of~race, 
manner& soughtout by$eers and 
others for ‘advice ‘and assistance, 

tal status, or sexual orientation. color, religion, sex, national origin, is widely respected by colleagues, .a age, disability, political affiliation, and mentors and serves as a role 
Does not assign work in a fair or marital status, or sexual orientation. model for junior staff. 

j equitable, mann,er,,,expresses an un- ,:, ,:x : ” ‘J .+i,(, I ‘.,: 
inriflingness to2wQ#;~ith,, certain As,s?gns wot$jn a,fair.and eqditable 

.I., 

to .v&rk’ well’ with’ 
Builds; brofe.ssiohai relafionsh’tbs 

,,.,. ,,, both within.and,outside GAO, heIf% 
_’ others’,establi’sh professionaicon- 

Creates friction in dealings with, tacts, considers GAO’s interests 
others, does not consider GAO’s 

vietipo’int when advocating a point 
Bui,lds professional relationships 
both within arid’outside of GAO; con- 

when ,advocating a point of view. ,j ,‘. ,, ; . . _ .I ,/: j, 
of view. siders GAO’s interests when advo- 

,<’ eating a’point of view.’ 
I_ .’ /’ i /; ,, / ,. 

Ii .> .‘. 
.,.:, ‘._ I. :’ : 

,, ,i: 
:.._ 1.’ ‘_ / ..> :, . ~, 

,.. ..’ ; 
., : i 

,. ,’ 
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Band,lllPerfortpanceStandards : 
.“. ,.. i “ 

7.. &pet%ision, A&&iszil, and.Coukling 
\/, . . . : .,,z T “, .i I/,, ,,, ,;’ ii, . 

Providing direction and guidance to assigned staff to achieve assignment objectives. Delegating 
work assignments and .monitoring performance. Helping staff learn GAO’S policies, quality 
standards, and core values through on-the-job training and coaching. Setting expectations and 
evaluating staff performance against established standards. Providing timely and constructive 
feedback, Promoting staff development by ,helpieg to identify staff training needs. 

.: ,I,’ ., \’ 
‘i’ - ‘̂  

2 
. , , -,$ 

Fails to reinforce GAO’s policies, 
quality standards, and core values. 

Stymies professional growth of staff 
by not delegating tasks; or tasks 
are assigns tasks so unevenly that 
morale is adverse affected. 

Fails to monitor staff progress timely 
or delays taking corrective action 
when problems arise. 

Takes ineffective or inappropriate 
action to deal with performance or 
conduct problems; refers matters 
to superiors without trying to resolve 
them. 

Sets unclear or confusing expec- 
tations. 

Fails to provide performance feed- 
back as needed during the rating 
period. 

Does not properly apply perfor- 
mance standards in assessing per- 
formance. 

Ignores staff training needs; can- 
cels staff’s participation in training 
unnecessarily. 

Reinforces GAO’s policies, quality 
standards and core values through 
day-to-day supervision. 

Makes reasonable assignment de- 
cisions so that employees’skills are 
enhanced; ensures that work is 
evenly distributed. 

Uses project plans and planning 
tools to monitor progress; makes 
any necessary adjustments before 
assignment is adversely affected. 

Deals directly and objectively with 
performance or conduct problems, 
seeks advice and takes appropri- 
ate action. 

Sets clear expectations, revising 
them when necessary. 

Provides appropriate performance 
feedback and counseling. 

Evaluates job performance accu- 
rately using established perfor- 
mance standards; is able to distin- 
guish among different levels of per- 
formance. 

Helps identify training needs and 
supports staff participation in training 
programs. 

Fully communicates and effectively 
reinforces GAO’s policies, quality 
standards and core values through 
day-to-day supervision. Always 
keeps staff well informed. 

Makes work assignments that sig- 
nificantly enhance employees’skills 
and fully meet developmental needs; 
ensures that all staff are effectively 
utilized. 

Sets clear expectations; monitors 
staff progress; anticipates and re- 
solves problems without affecting 
deadlines, provides assistance to 
staff and reassigns work as needed. 

Identifies performance or conduct 
problems early and takes appcopri- 
ate action; keep managers fully in- 
formed. 

Sets clear expectations that incor- 
porate GAO’s values, and strate- 
gic objectives, and the employees’; 
input, when feasible. 

Provides constructive, specific, and 
honest performance feedback, ef- 
fectively counsels and encourages 
employees. 

Understands the performance stan- 
dards, and consistently applies them 
accurately; produces ratings that can 
be relied upon in making human 
capital decisions. 

Supports and encourages staff 
development activities; counsels 
staff on importance of training; acts 
as a mentor. 
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_” Band, MT-Performance Standards ‘, ; ,. 
’ l.p&qinQ’,,,!‘,, ” ” ‘, 

Taking a leadership role by applying GAO’s core values of acdountability integrity and reliability 
in all planning efforts. Developing work plans that respond ‘to congressional mandates, requests, 
and support GAO’S strategic goals. Keeping abreast of issues in assigned areas in order to identify 
trends and forecast emerging issues. Impl&menting matrix management principles by working 
collaboratively and sharing knowledge throughout the agency - collaboratively and sharing knowledge throughout the agency - .,.. .,.. .” ‘,. .” ‘,. :. :. ;. ;. . . . . -, : -, : .,‘.~ .,‘.~ 
ldentifying’:issu& and incdyporating work steps that ,ensure projects are profe&idnal, bbjt&ie, ldentifying’:issu& and incdyporating work steps that ,ensure projects are profe&idnal, bbjt&ie, 
fact-based, ti&paiisaF, nonideological, fair and balanded; lead,, to, time/u,. ac@ate, use@. clear fact-based, ti&paiisaF, nonideological, fair and balanded; lead,, to, time/x. ac@ate, use@. clear , 

’ and candid products; and, to the extent appropriate, result in measurable financial benefits and/ and candid products; and, to the extent appropriate, result in measurable financial benefits and/ 
or improved government qpertitlocs,, ,Establishing appropriate project timeframes,and reasonable 
resource requirements. Initiatifid ,ahcl/oi: reviewing’ deiign ‘, hatrices ati$. jd&plahs: ,ti en&&‘~;‘j ‘; . 
consistency with GAO’S core values, policies, including generally accepted government auditing 
standards (GAGAS), ,and congressional protocols (effective? January 2000). Ensuring appropriate “: 
consideration of cost~~behefits and risk manageinent approaches in planning and design. AssWing : ; 
others throughbut GAO in planning work by serving as a focal point for an issue area, technical 
field, oi subjbct matter. < ‘. : .,,, 

:- 

Develops unrealistic or vague plans, 
fails to consider contingencies or 
relevant technical issues. 

Fails to apply core values to job 
planning and job design. 

Plans work that does not support 
strategic plan goals and objectives. 

Uses ineffective or inefficient meth- 
odologies and techniques. 

Overlooks issues with potential for 
dollar savings and/or nonfinancial 
benefits. 

Has difficulty setting priorities re- 
sulting in waste of resources and 
lost time. 

Plans require substantial revision. 

Fails to adhere to GAO policies, 
standards, or congressional proto- 
cols in planning work. 

Gives little attention to cost/benefits 
considerations when planning work. 

. 

Develops realistic and complete 
plans, including anticipating contin- 
gencies and assessing relevant 
technical issues. 

Develops realistic and complete 
plans, including anticipating contin- 
gencies and assessing relevant 
technical and state-of-the-art issues. 

Applies GAO’s core values in plan- Applies GAO’s core values in plan- 
ning and designing jobs. ning and designing jobs. 

Plans work that supports strategic 
goals, objectives, and strategies. 

Optimizes the achievement of stra- 
tegic plan goals, objectives, and 
strategies. 

Incorporates appropriate method- 
ologies and audit tools and tech- 
niques. 

Proposes innovative approaches 
and techniques for doing work. 

Plans fully consider opportunities 
for financial and nonfinancial accom- 
plishments. 

Maximizes the likelihood of finan- 
cial and nonfinancial benefits and 
results. 

Plans require limited revisions. Plans require very few, if any, revi- 
sions. 

Adheres to all relevant GAO poli- 
cies, and congressional protocols, 
in planning/designing jobs. 

Fully understands and adheres to 
all relevant GAO policies and con- 
gressional protocols. 

Considers costs/benefits and risk 
management principles when plan- 
ning work. 

Balances costs and likely benefits 
and effectively employs risk man- 
agement techniques. 
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Band Ill-Performaribe Standitrds:(Oontinued) 

1 i Pldnnirig 

I, : L y\ ,! _) ” Y_ 1, ,,.:‘,,;;“,‘:!‘.z, g.&’ ” *-;.; 
r:<;:, ,.:;~’ .‘,‘,k “,, , .’ .’ : ,:. \ ,.’ ..; i , ‘“. y, Vi : i ‘,C 1 i , ’ .I/, ;‘~;,‘.;,‘:L’ 1:‘. ,:” 

.,y;,‘i.‘. 
I “‘. .T . . 

, 
:; / ,::’ .,” .( . ..“’ / , +. i. ;, j 

Accurately estimates time,frames 
‘, ,I b. .:,I 

Estimates timef rames and resource l Accuratelyestimate time frames and 
needs inaccurately. ,,‘._ i,,j_,’ and resource,needs. I’ i-m ,I ‘.resource needs, minimizing each 

Does not make effective use of 
,, ” 

Makes use of available staff skills/ 
,,. through good: planning, and effec- 

available staff skills/abilities. abilities. 
tive.use of available;staffY 

/ 

Does not cooperate with others in 
GAO when planning jobs; does not 

Takes”every opportunity to make 
Works, collaboratively and shares ‘effective and efficient use of staff 
knowledge throughout GAO. skills/abilities. 

share .information that could help ., 
others in planning work. ,:- .’ ;, 

./ i 

.,,,:I, ,, Anticitiates future needs of Con- 
gress and incorporates those needs 

” intorplans. ” 

,’ Fosters matrix management by 
: I 

being- a, role model’ for others in 

.,, -(‘.. working’ collabor,atively- a,nd 
” , supportively througho.ut GAO: 

> ; 
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-Band IllyPerf.ormance Standards. ” 

/ 2. lmplem~nting Projects 

Leading, carrying out, and directing others to carry out projects that produce high qua/ifK timely 
work that is responsive to client needs. Overseeing technical soundness and effective com- 
munication of projects, using appropriate methods and analyfic fools. Ensuring that GAO’s core 
values of accountability, infegrifj and re/iabi/ify are emphasized and applied throughout assignments. 
Understanding anp[ scrupulous/K/adhering fo GA@ ““w qo?grqssionq/ profqc+ @!fFcfive Januery 
2b$ in all faq+ .6f -a@gnmenf& aand enstiricg that stibordinafe. staff, tinderstand and. adhere, 
to -s&n+ Esf@ishing arid maintaining-’ highprod&ivify @a/s arid ,abp/yibgt dt&af&d effbif to.. 

‘, ~e$ih~ fh&e goals; /&r&ing mu/tip/e &&ni;n&fq s@nu/faneous/y thereby minimizing downtim& 
‘, 

Making effective use of appropriate job management foo/s*in order to meet ‘cbmmifmeni dates 
within ,cosf esfiyafes. Adheritig to plans, pbjecfiyes, policies, qualifi dimensions and GAGAS 

‘I _ to. erisure fiae/y dt&%ry of prodtidfs -fhaf.‘are professikal, objective, tic&based;, nonpiifisan, .” 
nonideological, fair and balanced. 

.!, 
Maintaining a positive;, rebulfs-oriented apprdach to client work.. Assessing progresi, resolving 
problems, advising on /+ojecf status, and following-up to ensure client. satisfaction. Taking 
appropriate steps to minimize client “expecfaf~ons gaps.” Making effeciive use of staff atid 
infortiaiion technology resources to achieve assigninenf objectives. Fostering and stipporfing 
matrix management approaches to job assignments by sharing know/edge and, working coop- 
erafively acioss organization lines to effective/y accomplish objectives and solve problems. Bringing: 
to, bear know/edge of subject matter, methods and analyfic approaches to ensure adequacy of 
products’ conclusions and recommendations, where applitiable. When necessary, monitoring : 
contractor support to ensure qualify and’ timeliness. ,’ 

3 : I I s 

Fails to apply GAO’s core values, 
for example, allows personal bias’ 
to influence conclusions. 

Does not adhere to, or ensure that 
assigned staff adheres to, congres- 
sional protocols. 

Misses deadlines and overruns cost 
estimates. 

Produces products that require sig- 
nificant revisions. 

Produces products that do not con- 
form to GAO policies or standards. 

Produces products that conform to 
GAO policies and standards. 

Produces work that does not sup- 
port plans, or meet agreed-upon 
objectives. 

Produces products that support 
plans and agreed upon objectives. 

Keeps clients and supervisors in- 
formed about job progress. 

Fails to keep clients and/or super- Utilizes available skills and re- 
visors properly informed. sources effectively. 

Applies GAO’s core values. 

Adheres to, and ensures that as- 
signed staff adheres to, congres- 
sional protocols. 

Meets deadlines and produces work 
within cost estimates. 

Produces products that require only 
limited revision. 

Is a good role model in applying 
GAO’s core values to all aspects 
of work. 

Has firm grasp of congressional pro- 
tocols and is proactive in helping 
staff understand and apply proto- 
cols. 

Completes work on time or early 
and within cost estimates. 

Produces products that require few, 
if any, revisions. 

Demonstrates full understanding of 
GAO policies and quality standards 
and adheres to such in developing 
products. 

Prepares high-quality products that 
directly address plans and objec- 
tives. 
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Band Ill-Performance Standkds’(Continued) 

2. Imjpl,ementing~~Projects 

< ,..’ : \‘,’ -. .‘, 

_ ,_; ‘.,Z :>: :I’ .” ,, 

!  6’ . , :  / ,  

Does not utilize available skills and Uses appropriate methodologies Avoids.expectation gaps by keep- 
resources effectively. and audit approaches’ and accu- 

‘, ,,. I 
Uses inappropriate analytic meth- 

rately interprets data. 
ing clients and su,pervisors well- 
informed. ..I 

ods or misinterprets data. Identifies key issues v&n fulfilfi’ng Is innovative. and effective in using 
assignments. 

Is uncbdperative in worki,t$witk,Mh- ‘. ’ ” ,’ ‘. 
available staff skills and, reso,urces: 

., ” 
ers and sharing information. ” ‘/ ,.’ Reviews work of (assigned staff Uses most appropriate’methodolo:: 

promptly. : 
Does not effectively use appropri-‘ 

gies and audit approaches and ad: 
: curately interprets data. 

ate automated tools and technol- Is a proficient user of GAO tech- -.i. 
WY. nol,ogy. . Is proactive in working cooperatively 

with others and regularly shares in- 
Draws conclusions and makes rec- 
ommendations unsupported by 

Cooperates with others and shares formation in carrying out assign- 
information in carrying out assign- ments. 

evidence. m&ts. :,’ ., 

Does not review work prom,ptly: .;’ 
Produces results that ‘help. meet 
GAO’s .goals ,and objectives. 

Completes high-quality reviews 
promptly. 

Is a leader in using GAO technol; 
WJY. 
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.Band‘lll-Perforinance Standards : 

3. Communications 

Communicating effective/y orally and in writing. Overseeing the development of time/u accurate, 
useful, clear and candid reports and testimonies that meet GAO’s values, policies and standards 
of quality. Askuring that presentations and prqducts incorporate GAO’s core valueq. by being 
professional, bbjective, fact-based, nonpartisan, nonideological, fair, and balanced. Conducting 

p ‘,:, : : j 
usef~ub,,~ogent?nd @qly bri6fiq,qs with GAO, @fi@+, congressional $ents, +nd,agency officials., 

,,. ., ., : 
.’ 

” ” ‘, ~~~~~~~apprdp~~~~t~~~~with the. new~‘$&&: C@@@@~&$ &&bng&&ion& clients :i$ke;ep;~ng .‘,+i : ‘,, 
> ‘..~~t~~~~~~~si~~~l:proiocols, ~#f~c@$~~~~ ~2$100~~;i’;~ ,,:“I: , : 

i .,; ,: . /,. . ,’ j,.;;; .1..:. ,, ;; ;.. ‘;. ,: , c _. ..,,.,“..> ,;, ‘( ,;;:. ., ‘,>. _:.;,, ,/;,, i 
-’ :: ;i, ‘: ‘: ..II:.(; ., ( ‘,:I : ::.;“:.,;I 

.,’ j ), ’ ” ’ &:” .:’ ..,;:: i, ,,,.,,;.y; ,j i:‘: .-:, j ,.,;.. $, ,,: ,:, ‘“‘,$ -I ::;: .,.; ,,; ,, .,,.,!.‘;: :J :; ” ‘:! : ,‘I .:.:, 1’: ,,,: ,. ~.!., 
Serving as a critical com?unigation link between senior manag;bent and staff to en&t-e that 

. . ‘., ;,, .,:, s{qff (yF$q :,{@$y. $forma tion qn policies, management initiatives and prioritieq necessary to _ ,, . . .;, ,;:*a::&&<, ‘, ‘++‘lfl~:t/j&(&& Fost&jng,t&j-way cd~~~un,cat,one~~,e~s~~~ 2l;at,ir;lfc;rmati~~~fio~s f&$&&~~~~,~,, , 1, “, :. 
understanding occurs. Communicating in an open and honest way that supports mutual respect 
and cboperation with,oth&r GAO stati? Fosterihg & tip&J &is’trricti~e communication$ Bnvirbnm&t; 
!$n$@ $$f”&~jfj@ ‘and qu&tions & Lwe/c~~&; .i..‘k I, $1 ,t. -YJ .‘-, :‘i ‘j’ ‘; ,,,‘,F ,: ;;‘. >..‘- ,, 

,:,. ,!.“>-.:l ; .,;;.i,, : ,/ : /i $,.d’, im L’. 

-. - , 

Produces written products that re- 
quire extensive revision for gram- 
mar, omissions, irrelevancies and/ 
or organization. 

Produces products that are clear, 
well organized, and require only lim- 
ited revision. 

Makes presentations and produces 
products that are not professional, 
objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, 
nonideological, fair or balanced. 

Makes’presentations and produces 
products that adhere to GAO’s core 
values, quality dimensions and 
communications policies. 

Cannot be relied upon to review, 
and revise as necessary, products 
developed by staff. 

Reviews/revises products submit- 
ted by staff to ensure conformance 
with GAO policy and standards. 

Is inadequately prepared and can- 
not respond to relevant questions 
at meetings/briefings. 

Is well-prepared and responsive in 
briefings and oral presentations. 

Uses appropriate communication 
methods. 

Chooses inappropriate methods to 
communicate information. 

Makes unclear, unfocused or dis- 
organized oral presentations. 

Maintains awareness of job and 
organizational information and com- 
municates same to staff in timely 
manner. 

Does not communicate important 
job or organizational information to 

Deals with staff in respectful, open 

staff in a timely manner. 
manner, fostering two-way commu- 
nications. 

Communicates’with staff in a dis- 
respectful manner. 

Adheres to congressional protocols 
in communicating with congres- 
sional clients. 

Presents complex material in logi- 
cal, well-organized, concise man- 
ner, and virtually ready for release. 

Makes presentations and produces 
products that meet the highest GAO 
standards and reflect in-depth com- 
mitment to GAO’s core values and 
quality dimensions. 

Uses exceptional teaching and 
coaching skills to help staff improve 
their products. 

Chooses the optimal communica- 
tions strategy to meet audience 
needs. 

Gives briefings and oral presenta- 
tions that are authoritative and dem- 
onstrate a thorough command of 
material. 

Is a role model for two-way com- 
munications, ensuring that all nec- 
essary information is shared in a 
timely manner. 

Communicates with others in re- 
spectful manner, fostering a posi- 
tive work environment. 
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Band.Ill-Performancb‘Standardb 
.  .  I’ ‘,!, 4. External Relations . ‘. 1,.-, 

Acting as an Official Ii&son and-representative for GAO in relations tiithTcdngressional, ‘clients, 
agency officials, and,exteinal groups to promote understanding of GAO plans, assignments, policies, 
core values and professiotial standards. Adhering, to cofigressional protocols governing-relation- 
ships with congressidnal clients. (effective January 2000) ,and ensuring that assigned staff 
understa’nd and properly apply the protocols on assignments. YEnsuring appropriate level oP contact 
and knowledge sharing with congressional clients during the job cycle so’& to minimize expgctation 
gap+. and misunderstandings. Maintaining a professional working relationship with executive 
agencies and others. As appropriate, -representing GAO and itsproducts to the niedia. Fatiilitating 
exchange of knowledge by participating in? professional meetings;--cbnferences, 2ii-d serilinars, 
including as a speaker. 
universities. 

Promoting ‘good ,ielations With faculty, “staff ‘and students at tiolleges .ahd 
‘: ,: .: .., *~ ; ,, ,, 

,_. 
‘. 

Fa’ils to adhereto the congressional 
protocols; ‘or, to e,nsurethat staff 
understand and use the protocols. 

Fails, to. build or maintain effective 
’ ielatiorishjpswith~congressional cli- 
ents. 

Does not keep congressional cli- 
ents adequately informed about 
assignment status. 

Acts in a discourteous or unprofes- 
sional manner when interacting with 
agency personnel. 

Does not adhere to GAO policy 
regarding media contacts. 

Gives a poor impression of GAO 
by being .unprepared for external 
meetings: _ : 

Does not facilitate ‘idea exchange 
and good relations with professional 
associations; fails to develop or 
maintain contact with external ex- 
pet% 

,x 

Mishandles or exacerbates audit 
access problems. 

Does not willingly participate in or 
support recruiting efforts. 

_’ 

” ,>.,- ( .  

Adheres to~congressk$af protocols. 
. _.‘. 

Builds and maintains productive- 
relationships with congressional 

clients. - _’ ,; ’ 

Informs clients about statusof GAO 
work at all appropriate intervals. 

Develops and maintains profes- 
sional relationship with agencies 
under review, thus facilitating the 
flow of information. 

Acts in accordance with GAO policy 
on media contacts. 

Is an effective representative of 
GAO at hearings,, on panels and 
at-other external. meetings. ,, 

Facilitates idea exchange and good 
relations with professional associa- 
tions and outside experts. 

Promptly seeks guidance in deal- 
ing with audit access problems. 

Participates in recruiting efforts. 

,c i.: ,c i.: 
,+ ,+ ::. . . ::. . . 

l&s exce!lent grasp.Yofthe congres- l&s exce!lent grasp.Yofthe congres- 
siona!.p~o~~,~gl.s’a?d’is’proactive in siona!.p~o~~,~gl.s’a?d’is’proactive in 
ensuring that assigned staff..prop- ensuring that assigned staff..prop- 
erly apay the protocols. 

Maintains,a high level of visibility 
and service to clients, avoiding 
expectatron gaps and misunder- 
standings. 

Informs clients about status of work, 
and.displays seasoned judgement 
and-tact when dealing with clients. 

Establishes and ‘maintains open 
channels of communications.with 
agency officials and.staffs from 
inspectors general offices.’ 

Can be relied upon to accurately 
convey information to the media and 
adhere to GAO’s policies.. _ I,, 

Represents GAO effectively is of- 
ten requested to serve as a speaker. 

Maintains regular contact with pro- 
fessional a&cations and outsi:de 
ei<pe,l;ts.. 

Skillfully develops workable soiu- 
tions to audit access problems, 

Seeks out opportunities to help 
recrbiting’efforts: . . ._ 

Works to ensure adoption of GAO 
recommendations. 
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,.-Band Ill~Performance~Standards 

5. Teamwork, Working Relationships,.and Performance Management 

Fostering a positive, professional and productive work environment reflecting a balanced approach 
to, product, people, and client considerations.. Effectively using available. staff., Displaying a wide 
range of. interpersonal skills ,- to .,fac&ta te collegial working .rela tionships, .resolve, problems and 
develop new approaches to successfully completing the work. Supporting and promoting team work 
and collaboration. Fostering matrix management principles through cooper? tion and knowledge 
sharing ,-across organizational lines. 

,_ . . 
.Promoting .optimal. staff performance. <through effective performance ‘management and .awards 
practices. Setting ,expecta tions, ~assessing performance iq.accordance with standards and providing 
clear, candid and constructive. .feedback. : Recognizing contributions, of individuals.. and teams. 
Assisting employees with career development and. taking steps to build staff capacity by identifying 
training needs. Promptly addressing workplace, conduct or performance problems. /< 

‘, 

-. - 

Fails:to coordinate or share. know!- 
edge with other GAO units in a timely 
manner, does not foster’collabora- 
tion and cooperation with others. 

Does not demonstrate a ‘positive 
attitude or commitment to GAO’s 
work or its staff. ,’ 

Doe& not treat all staff fairly, cour- 
teously’and’pyof@iotially. 

Does not contribute to, or works 
against, a sh’areti’understanding of 
job obj&tive.$ roles, and report 
messages. -’ ’ 

Significantly underutilizes a&sign&d 
st8ff. 

Created or tool&rates neg&e UI-I- 
productive workplace behaviors ihat 
detract from achieving team’objec- 
tives. .- 

Fails to set clear -expectations. 

Faili to give meaniegfql construq- 
tive feedback on pi$fdi?n&ce. 

Us&teamwork-:&ffectiv&y~tb meet 
commitments ahd’cobrditiat& work 
wjth others to avoid delgys and con- fjiMs. .; .‘i ~ 

..:: ‘, 

Demonstrates a positi@ attitude gqd 
commitment to GAO’s work and it9 
,staff. 

Treats all people fairly, courteously 
and professionally. 

L&ad& or facilitates meetings that 
bring about a shargd uriderktand- 
ing of issugs, goals and objectives. . . . . 

Assigns work fairly, ensuring all Staff 
are fully utilizbd and the workload 
is balanced. 

Calms tensions in coriflict, listens 
to feedback and consic@s alternate 
points of view. ” ‘. .’ 

Establishes performance expecta- 
tions that are clear, consistent with 
standards and staff roles and re- 
sponsibilities. 

Skillfully balances product, people 
and, client demands; creaticg:? 
highly productive work.envirqnment 
with high morale. ‘, ,’ 1 

Dqrqonstrates a positive attitude and 
commiQnerit toGAQ’s work and its 
staff: 

Is exemplary ,in treating all staff-in 
a- fair; cotirteous and prof+ipeal 
manner. ., 

Demonstrates strong leadership in 
implementing matrix nianagement 
by promoting interdisciplinary ap- 
proaches, cooperation, and infor- 
m+iqn sharirig among units. 

M,otitia&s staff to achieve higher 
performance leveis’through coach- 
ing, feedback, training, rewards and 
,recognition. 

Is creative and pr’oactive in de& 
ing with .interperSo,nal problems in 
the workpI@. ‘, 
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Band Ill-Perforinance Standards ‘(Continued) 

5. Teamwork, Working RdlatiofAiips,.and Performance Management 

,.~,,2. / .  ,’ -- , ,  

Fails to accurately distinguish among 
.  - :  1 ~< ..T’it y’:;,;: ,,’ 

. 
levels of performance in apprais- 

Moniiors,pe~orrn?nce: and provides 
‘_ 

Establishes clearexpectations, re- 
clear, specific and constructive feed- vises and clarifies them as appro- 

als and awards. back. c priate. 

Does not offer praise or recogni- I Prepares appraisals that accurately 
tron Iwhen, de$ve$. ” ?;: : ,;: ,..i,:: i,‘l : 

Monitors performance and provides 
: .a~s,~~s:‘p~-~~;r.~a~~~ atid.appropri-:, .’ cj;ear specific&nd candid feedb,ack;, 

Q ,. : 7 “‘.-, .“:” , ,; ‘:/$/( atelydrstinguish among.levejs of\per- 
&& not~Piioyi,c@ &$& ,&-the- ..‘, f&&$&, ,ii ,:- .’ sugg~~~~,,\iTr~~~-jv:imp’rdve peifor- 

: i. ma@+:;.:. .:: :.; I “-,_ : 1. , ‘, :“. 
job training: _. . . . . -r““. .F ,. ’ / -:, 

Exhibits counterproductive,behavior; 
Offers praise and recognition when Fiewards and recognizes perfor- 

is-argumentative orconfiohtational~’ 
deserved .,._ I- !’ .: i .. mance:and~contributions appropri- 

.: .?* ., : -. && ;, :,---d’:: ,, ,,_.. .:,, ‘,. 

:. ‘1 Provides effective on-the-job train- : I , ^, 
-. . ing. Prepares appraisals that’accuraiely 

assess performance and appropri- 
!‘. ately distinguish among levels of per- 

3:s.. formance. . 
. . 

: 
Promotes staff development by 
serving. as a mentor and. a role 
model. 
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.::: __ BandIll-Performance Standards . . : . 

A .6. Organization- Management e. .-’ ‘. 

Applying GAO’S core values to all facets of work and ensuring that assigned staff understand 
the core values and apply them in their assignments. Being well versed ii GAO policies, quality 
dimensions, standards and work processes a@, keeping abreast of all major changes. Being 
a part of ‘the GAO management team and supporting the agency’s strategic plan, ‘goals and 
o@jectives. Handling administrative responsil$liti+ relating to staff management and unit 
management. Jep[eseniing th&i=G ‘in apprdpria te a&$ihi~ia @es. R6presqtibg. the: abency 
in a variety of ,meetin& and forums;,. ‘,: “.l , ,.;, ; ,,;, ~,.Y. :; .:: .‘:-.* .,. I. ., :- -.‘_ : 

.:i. :. ,._ -. ‘, 
Implementing change, Wo$ng. coopera tiveiy in ‘&t-suit of the agency’s mission. Supportin; & trix 
m?n,?gement through collaborative e@@ and knowledge sharing. CtiordiFating assignments to 
knsore ma&&j.) ‘restiijrce “saae; -lAd~~~i~~.:‘~,,~oli~~. ,$&, problem soli;in$;; ,;yM.&~gi~;:‘;nd ., 

enhancing own skills and subject matter knowledge. Participating in GAO corporate activities 
such as strategic ‘@afining, training, iecrtiiting and tiollege relations. ‘, 

; ::. .-. : ‘,: ; ,,I. _. ‘., *- ,: :, j _ 

4 .-“. 4 2. A .,.’ ., 

. . . . .+ 

Fails to adhere to GAO’s core val- 
ues in managing work. 

Fails to put forth the necessary ef- 
fort to meet GAO goals and objet- 
tives. 

Does not understand, or improp- 
erly applies, GAO policies and stan- 
dards. 

Fails to keep staff abreast of policy 
and organizational changes. 

Resists change and does not help 
staff adapt to change. 

Fails to contribute to the overall man- 
agement of unit; fails to understand 
or fulfill management responsibili- 
ties. 

Puts personal or local unit interests 
above interests of agency as a 
whole. 

Displays negative attitude, and does 
not offer constructive solutions to 
concerns. 

Refrains from participating in GAO- 
wide activities. 

Understands and adher& to GAO’s 
core values in managing work. 

Puts forth necessary effort to meet 
GAO goals and objectives. 

Understands and properly applies 
GAO policies and standards. 

Keeps staff informed about changes 
to policies and procedures. 

Understands and supports agency 
goals and objectives. 

Fulfills responsibilities as member 
of the unit management team. 

Works cooperatively with manag- 
ers and staff across unit lines. 

Raises concerns in a constructive 
manner and offers potential solu- 
tions. 

Participates in GAO-wide activities 
when requested. 

Leads by example in applying GAO’s 
core values in managing and do- 
ing work. 

Applies extraordinary effort to fur- 
ther GAO goals and objectives. 

Understands, properly applies and 
is an excellent teacher of GAO poli- 
cies/standards. 

Provides high-quality, constructive, 
candid advice on mission and hu- 
man capital issues. 

Takes a-leading role in helping staff 
understand agency goals and ob- 
jectives and facilitates staff accep- 
tance of change. 

Is a role model for others aspiring 
to a management-level position. 

Adds value to GAO products by rou- 
tinely collaborating and sharing in- 
formation across organizational 
lines. 

Raises concerns in a constructive 
manner and works to achieve mu- 
tually agreed-upon solutions. 

Actively seeks out opportunities to 
contribute to GAO corporate activi- 
ties. 
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Chapter 4 

Preparing the,Appraisal Foti for Band I 
and II Staff 

The rater sho,uld ensure that all necessary information is entered on 
i GAO Form 563, “Performance Appraisal for Band I and II Employ- 

ees” (see appendix II). GAO Form 563 is available on the LAN. 

Instructions for completing the five parts of the form follow. 

/ : 

Part I: Assignm& 1,’ Part I may be prepared by the ratee and reviewed and amended, as 
.‘, 

Information and ” ‘necessary, by the rater. It should include information on the assign- 

Expectations 
ment and. the expectations established for the ratee as discussed 
below. 

Summary .,: ,; ,.< ‘( ,’ .(. ,, : ,. ,, ‘̂. ,” ‘ ‘i 
Assignment In@t-n~tlon 

; ” 
,,Part I(A) should briefly describe . 

i ‘. 

., 

‘0 the job(s)j assignment(s), or project(s) covered by the appraisal or 
the phases in which the ratee participated and 

l any unusual characteristics or particularly significant factors ,relat- 
.,‘. ing to the complexity or difficulty of the assignment, for example, 

.I . deadlines, evaluation criteria, or staffing problems. 
/ ./ 

Collateral duties; such as memberships on committees, special 
projects, or staff activities, may be included here if they occupy a 
significant amount of time. HoweverX, these are. more .app.ropriately, 
included in the ratee’s “Contributions and Accomplishments State- 
ment” (GAO Form 223). 

1 :, 

Expectations Summary Part I(B) should summarize the expectations for the ratee’s role and 
responsibilities and major work products, such as plans, summaries, 
questionnaires, reports, report chapters, or testimonies. 

Part II: Assessment In Part II, the rater provides information on the ratee’s performance 

of Job Dimensions during the appraisal period on seven dimensions. 

l Planning 
l Data Gathering and Documentation 
l Data Analysis 
l Written Communication 
l Oral Communication 
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Part III: ‘, R&rk i In Part ‘RI; the rater provides ,a summary narrative’coveririg perfor- / 

Assessment of mance and major accomplishments as well as dimension-specific 

Perfohance 
assessment of the, ratee’s performance, for anydimension rated other 

‘than Meets”Expecta’tions. Cne side of one page maybe attached for 
,, continuing the narrative and a 12tpitch font should be used. 

, .  
. ,  : . ; , ,  

Part IV. Signatures’ 
,in the spaces provided. Additionally, the ratee’s, the rater’s and the 
reviewer’s typed names and Band&ES should also appear on the 
form. ‘_. .’ 

.: ;I. ‘. “.’ ‘, ,’ 

P&‘v R&+ : See ,chapter 1 for details. . 2 

Chnments 
- < 

” 

. 
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‘,. : .  * Working ~Relationships; :rl‘eamwork, and Equal Opportunity 
_i, I \ •~ Supervision, ,Appraisal, *and Counseling (Band I Developmental Level 

i ,’ ,1’ ,.,, < excepted) :. ,, -‘: , ‘., j’ -. 

. ”  : . .  * 
, .  - I  Using the appropriate performance standards, the rater evaluates 

the ratee’s performance in the relevant job dimension, using one of 
., five performance levels: (1) Unacceptable, (2) ,Below Expectations, 

.(3) Meets Expectations,. (4). Exceeds Eirp&ctatio& arid (S)“Outi 
,‘J.S, ,(’ st&ling. Performance standards and guidance for evaluating’ ‘. ” 

,’ ), ,. : ; i ,performance are detailed in chapter 3. I, , .’ ,;:, i- 



Chapter 5 F 

Preparing the Appraisal F&h for Band III I 
Staff 

1 
The rater should.ensure that all ‘necessary information is entered on i: ; 

_’ GAO Form 175; “Performance (Appraisal for Band III Employees” 
(see appendix III). GAO’Form 175 is available on the LAN. 

,‘, 8 :. Instructions for completing the. seven parts of the form follow. I 
:’ : fI, , .‘. 

/ ,’ /,. j I b ,. ,’ 

Responsibilities/ _ 
Expectations,, 

., 

included. Information regarding the type of work, duties, and re- 
sponsibilities of the ratee during the appraisal period, should be 

I - : included ‘in this section. Appropriate information includes _’ 

l the ratee’s, overall assignment objectives, role in the. unit, and \ ~ 
workload (number of jobs); . 

6 complexity of assignment(s) undertaken; 
l number of staff supervised; 
l number of or key agencies affected; ’ 

:’ l degree of supervision received;- and > 
l unique, characteristics of ,individual assignments or area(s) of re- r  

I ’ sponsibility. 

Collateral duties, such as .memberships on committees, special 
projects, or staff activities, may be included here if they occupy a 
significant amount of time. However, they are more appropriately 
included in the ratee’s “Contributions and Accomplishments State- 
ment” (GAO Form 223). 

Part II: Major 
Results/ 

The ratee may complete Part II, or attach GAO Form 223 instead of 
completing Part II. 

Accomplishments In completing Part II, the ratee should identify the major results or 

Achieved accomplishments achieved during the appraisal period and explain 
their importance or impact. There is no limitation on the number of I 
accomplishments that can be listed; however, the information must 
not exceed the space provided. It is recommended that only major 
accomplishments be listed. The accomplishments do not necessarily 
have to relate to a specific job dimension or to an established expec- 
tation. For example, an accomplishment might relate to a collateral 
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Chapter 5 ,- 
qrep+rin& ,thq App@sal .Forrn for B&l JII. Staff 

duty that may not be clearly addressed in any ‘other part ofthe- ‘, ’ 
.A, : appraisal. The narrative .expla&ing the significance. of each accom: 

plishment is more important than the number of accomplishments 
.I listed. *’ 7 ,’ 

Part III: Assessment In Part III, the rater ,provides information on the rate&?‘peif&marice 
during the appraisal ,period on six dimensions. ” . 1! ‘,.(’ ’ ,’ I of Job Dimensions ,’ . . 

l Planning ” ’ 
L 

l Project Implementation 
l Communications 
l External Relations 

” l Tetiwork, Working Relationships, and Performance Management 
l Organization Management 

Since Band III duties vary widely, instances may occur when a Band 
III ratee performs in a dimension that has not been specified. In this 
instance, the duties should be specified and appraised under other. 
This dimension, however, is to be used only to appraise the perfor- 
mance of a ratee assigned special or unusual duties. This dimension 
should be agreed to when’expectations are set at the start of the 
appraisal period or when the special or unusual duties are assigned. 
Space is provided on GAO Form 175 for rating other, specified 
dimensions. ’ 

.’ Usi,ng the performance .standards, the rater evaluates the ratee’s 
performance in the relevant job dimension, using one of five perfor- 
mance levels: (1) Unacceptable, (2) Below Expectations, (3) Meets 
Expectations, (4) Exceeds Expectations, and (5.) Outstanding. 
Performance standards and guidance for evaluating performance 
are detailed in chapter 3. :: ‘, 

Part IV Rater’s 
Assessment af 
Performance 

In Part IV, the rater provides summary narrative covering overall 
performance and major accomplishments as well as a dimension: . . specific assessment of the ratee’s performance for any dimension 
rated other than “Meets Expectations.” One side of one page may be 
attached for continuing the narrative and a 12-pitch font should be 
used. ,’ 
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Append& I 

GAO F&m 209, JZxpectation-Setting Record 

United States General Accounting Office 

Expectation Setting Record 
A 

Instructions: This form must be used to confirm that the ratee has been informed about, and understands, the following matters: 

1. Assignment expectations (such as roles, responslblllties, outputs and ilmeframes.) 

2. Job Dlmenslons and Performance Standards to be used In evaluating performance (see the job dimensions 
and performance standards as set forth In the performance appraisal manual.) 

3. How lndlvldual efforts support QAO’s core values, strategic objectives and goals. 

Chapter 1 of the Perfbrmance Appraisal System for Sand I, II, and Ill Employees provides further guidance on setting expectations. 

Date(s) Expectations Set Employee’s Signature Supervlsor’s Signature 

Opilonal (Summary of Expectations) 

0PR:Pers GAO Form 209 (Rev. H/99) 
Previous edltions obsolete 
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kwendix 11 

GAO Form 1563; Performtiti&‘Appr&isal for 
Band I and II Employees 

1 

, 
,,: 

U&ted States General Accounting bffice 

Performance Appraisal for 
Band I and II Employees 

eGA0 
loco”nbblllh l htmDInY l Fnhblllly 

1. Name 2. Band 3. Dlvlsl0n/0fflce 

4. Rating Perlod 5. Total Staff Days 

From: To: 

Part l(A) Assignment Information: Describe, (1) job title(s), code(s), summary of assignment(s) objectives; and (2) any unusual job 
characteristics or factors of complexity. 

Part l(B) Summary of Ratee’s Expectations: Describe ratee’s role and expectations for the assignment/period. 
,. * 

1 ,. 

Part II. Assessment of Job Dimensions Review the Performance Appraisal System Manual for the performance standards. Place a 
check in box that best describes ratee’s performance. Narrative must be provided in part Ill. .’ 

(GAO Order 2420.1) GAO Form 66s (Rev. 12/39) 
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/ ,, Appendix II. 
” ..,, 

; : ,/ ‘,I :/ ?‘:’ ‘.. ,, ,I.’ ,. ‘.I. GA4 Fb? 563, +fo;rinance Appqisal for Bana I and II &n~lojle,&(Revekseh$idi) ’ 
,: /’ ,. , .’ ‘. ! _ , (‘2 : ‘, * ,.., ‘,’ 

. !  .’ 

2,; 
- ,  I,’ >. 

.‘.. ‘; ’ ‘I ‘1 , ,  
‘,;,.‘!‘.. / ,  

_’ <’ ,._ ,i ,  

-.,,.:. ‘, *’ 

Part III. Rater’s,Assesyment of,Performanqe. Summary and dimension-specific narrative as appropri@e. One additional page may 
Ye added. 

‘. 

,. 

: 
‘, 

Part IV. Signatures 

Name (typed) Band Signature Unit Date 

Rater 

Reviewer 

Ratee 

The signature of the rater and ratee indicate that the a praisal has be& dis&ssed and the ratee was counseled on his/her 
performanm: By sigriing, the Wee does not necessan y lndlcate agreement with the appraisal. ..p. 

Part V. Ratae Comments (optional): Additional pages may be added. 

,’ GAO Form 583 (Rev. U/99) 
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AppendixJII ., “_.. .’ ,. 

Band III Employees 

,. 

. 
. : 

.* .,.. 

” Unii&i+3tates General-&&&~ &ficci 

Performance Appraisal for 
Band III Employees: 

3. DlvlsiotVOffice 4. Rating Period 

From: 

Part I. Description of WorklDutles/Responslbilitie~Expectations: 

To: 

Part II. Major Results/Accomplishments Achieved: (GAO Form 223 may be attached in lieu of this section.) 

, ,  

I  

;’ 

Part Ill. Assessment of Dimensions: 

(GAO Order 2490.1) GAO Form 176 (Rev. lU99) 
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Appendix III 
GAO Form 176, Perforinance Appraisal for Band III Employees(Reverse Side) ,‘. : ‘b 

<!/. ,“,. 

Part.lV. Rater’s Assessment ot Performance: Summary and dimension-specific narrative as appropriate. One additional page may 
be added. 

Part V. Signatures 

Name (typed) Band Signature Unit Date 

Rater 

Reviewer 

Ratee 

The signature of the rater and ratee indicate that the appraisal has been discussed and the ratee was counseled on his/her 
perfofonance. By signing, the ratee does not necessarily indicate agreement with the appraisal. 

Part VI. Ratee Comments (optional): Additional pages may be added 

GAO Form 176 (Rev. lS/?XI) 
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